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contemporary weapons technology and
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meet military requirements--this report
identifies and explains the major elements
of continuity and change in Soviet military
organization, concepts, and goals since the
emergence of Mikhail Gorbachev and his "new
political thinking." Soviet military
research and development and production
evolved from the 1930s to the 1980s in a
manner that was consistent with the
political-military doctrine and economic
base that supported it. Now, with the
dramatic changes in Soviet political
choices, doctrine, economics, and
technology, the Soviet Union's defense
production complex is engaged in adapting
to a conversion to civilian production as
it tries to meet military demands for
higher performance, increased reliability,
lower costs, and the application of new
technologies. Analysts must now ahift from
dealing with established and familiar
elements to grappling with the
uncertainties of evolving Soviet politics
and policies.
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PREFACE

The RAND Coroation is providing nalyt

assistance to the Office

of the Under Secretuy of Defense for Policy on the subject of recent

d&vepment. in Sovie military airs. Th two-ya effort seks to
idxst and eo ai the mor elements of continuty end chans in
Soviet militar oraniuatio, concepts, and goals sinc the emerence of
President Gorbachev and bis *new political thinking ' It looks beyond
the reo otfgb~os and
t
to th und
motvatiom tht
account for the mmy dopatu that hve lt occurred in sch are
as Sovie declaratory rhetoric, operational doctrimne atoal security
deciionmakln& and defns resource allocation.
This report rviws two major imsss The firt is the application of
dens indty resources to civilian useo-commonly called "*convuson.' This review place the ongoig pcess in a broader economic,
ora inal, and political context. However, snce the process continues to unfokl, often munplanned ways, wm guidelines are giv
for ealting the shifting picture of Soviet behavior. The second issue
involvu the effects of contempoary weapon technolog and complxity on the abdt of the Soviet Union to den, develop, and produe
nmiay system that meet the requrements of the military.
The research reporte here was couducted in the International Security and DA Policy program of RAND's National Defense Research
Inttute a f dally fndd research and developumt center sponsored
by the Office of the Secretary of Defen and the Joint Chief of Staff. It

should be of interest to members of the U.S. defense policy community
concerned ith evolin Soviet military policy, civimnmilitary mkd =
defense policy-formukation, and arm control behavior.
The cutoff dat for this research is the end of 190.
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SUMURYK

Soviet weapons acquisition has been an effective enterprise since the
1930s. This effectiveness arises from four principal sources: (1) the
allocation of sufficient resources, (2) implementation priority ensuring

that the allocational choices are actually carried out, (3) a buyer's

market in which the Defense Ministry has been panted the privilege of
not accepting inferior products, and (4) an R&D approach that has
dealt with the shortcomings of the Soviet economic system. Soviet
political choices since mid-1987 have radically altered the political
structure of defense, reducing the resources going to new weapons and
diluting the priority of defense production. A second major change is
the role of weapons technology and complexity in reducing the power
of the buyer's market and the capabilities of the Soviet weapons R&D

style.
For 25 years, Soviet leaders have attempted to transfer features of
defense industry-mainly managers and methods-to the civilian sector
to improve productivity and output. On assuming leadership, Mikhail
Gorbachev followed this same approach in what turned out to be a first
phase of his effort of enlisting the defense sector in the aid of the
economy. However, something new is now being added to past policies:
Two key elements allowing Soviet defense industry to be effective at
developing and producing military systems--allocational priority and
implementation priority-are now being transferred to civilian production. This reallocation of resources and partial reassignment of priority
mark the second phase of an evolving policy toward defense industrythe conversion of defense industry capacity to civilian purposes.
Since the beginning of 1988, the direct consequences for weapons
development and procurement of defense industry conversion to civilJan output have all been negative.
* The transfer of enterprises from the dissolved ministry of light
and food industry to the defense complex absorbed defense
managers' attention, diverted defense production capacity, and
redirected new investment to food processing equipment.
SImplementation of plans for the defense industry to make
further contributions to the production of consumer goods and
ligt industry equipment drew on additional management and

production caaite and required more diversion of investmnet.

Defense procurement reductions arising from Gorbachev's policy
announced in December 1988 immediately began to influence
tV

Vi

-aor

orden and Prodactien line. futher deepening the effect
Of conversion.
* KhmcsrecW and self-financing in defense enterprises will raise
the visible cost of procurement to the military and futher
emphasi thes goeAM burden at defense.
e The broadened converuion responsWbilitie Of the MiHItaz
Inmulal Comalon (VPK) and the Party apparatus for
defens Industy reduc, the Party' ability to maintain and
issplement priorities for diemae ptoduction.

* All of tdm atitwa *W1 a ChwVP in POWia choke OWa
from e inWhetwy and Wwwd c*ilam WeVO.

These policies will influence the military' ability to develOP and
prdc the Wsyse it deeies. Defns Industys,abifty and wdingam to develop and produce tcnoialyadvanced and complex
equipment have depended on the availability of inputs especiy Of
new typee. If supply becomes more uncertain, the defctivenses, of
defense R&D will be consderabl impaired; and if the coordinating
role of the VPK and Part apparatus is diminished~ the fulfillment of
cmle taskts will be delayed and rendered, les likely.
An importat ecor in predicting thes continuity of the Policies and
their
taui
h
chans and the ~'V
> of the former structure of
preferenoes. Much will depend on the futur of the VPK and the Contral Committee

apparatus, for it is in these two bodies that politics

fande It extensio into aton. The arly evidence is that the authority
of thes organton over deee indiutxy has been diluted through.
the broadening of responsibilities. The future course of these orgran
will provide important clues to the process of conversion.
Impemetatonof conversion follows classic Sovie hum*s larg
rusouarce transfe direted by a campaign approach to mobilizing esmgle and managing detils.Tis campaign thougk has ha neither the
advantage of cenltraiueed plans and coordination nor the benefits of
Gorbache early economic Ireforms wholeale* trade, price refora,
pes Incentives, 1 rP ed cntralization of authority-none, of which
ha ve ocedA
g
asccording to plan. As they enter the civilian industrial
world, Soviet defns podctin manr have confronted, the usual
0410I untatis weak ties btenpoduce and user, and poor
below 100 pureI
VPIC chairman Buloumo summarised these developna by mod"n that the defens complex' coDUrIuton to practcl
wsedes tanning sowr." Neverthless civilian outpu will benefit in
the shot rn frm the resource base and eyrince of defen

M~and lower tehiasand erde,than Aon1@plat, but also sme
inereaed and improved civilia output, perhap eve visible to the
averag consumer.
FiAcalM budgets hove not bean a principal source of control over
miliar einpendlsuree but rather werea an after-the-fact accounting
devie that Molowed the planing ot physica program and material
balances. 7%ie situation is being drastically altered by the political
leadsrshlp' attention to the reduction of aggregate expendItures, by
the budget review proem of the Supreme Soviet defense committee, by
the transition. of defense industy to self-financing, and by the neow
sity to Crate an actual financial budgetary base for the Delane Ministry to purchas prodU from W&OWry The Soviet defense budet,
which has lImply been an artiact of Western, anayss as now becom-.
Ing a Principal tool in the control of the Soviet armed forces
The Sovie military has implemented its authority as a buyr of
deflamsysteme throug militay rpenttesin deelgn, bueu and
factories, to mpreh-1-ensivo testing of new equipment, and sanctione for
0opefomno However, the technical feasibility sad amnsrt
methods of buye authority have been compromised by the technologies
end complaxitie Of cotmoayWeapo systems
The advance in elProis coinuteleation, information, and
minltursatome the 1970. hae" left Soviet military industry in a
vulnerable, position. The speed of change, the complewies, of dsign,
the integration of many difeent tolowgie and input from. divers
sourcesi and the high precision and reliability needed in production
strike at traditional weak points of the Soviet economy, whic an now
affecting weapos acquisition.
171e integratVe role of the chief designer and the VPK is being
undermined by the number of participants and the complexity of the
intmfce of modemn weapon system FleibIlity and moctivated discipine are aee"d but both arn largly missing in Soviet ognstoe
The kind of focused, centraliud campaigns used in the pas to dwe"Okp
nuclear weapons and lo-range rocketry cannot be mimicke today by
commanido to build a micecroIP nics, capability or a data bum. Systems designers can no longer count on slowly evolving technologies and
a stable set of suppliers but mutst confront sharp chan in the talents
of their own design bureaus and new capabilities in their supplierts.
Rvidence Is now surfacing of serious shorteomings in Soviet weapon
system in both reliabilit and performance. Thee problems hae
been particularly severe in advanced electronics, sensors, communications, and computers. As moe testng is needed to discover problemts
beoefelding, pressures from, the military leaderhi are trying to

vM

stimulate shorter times to field new systems. Growing deficiencies in
the science and research sectors compound the technology problems;
Soviet fundamental science has been described as "too weak to contribute much to practical applications."
Much of the Stalinist structure supporting Soviet weapon acquisition is now beginning to crack. It has not crumbled, and it is even far
from collapsing, but it is beset by forces that reduce its capabilities and
place a premium on those economic traits in which the Soviet Union is
weakest
The effect of conversion and defense cutbacks is occurring at a time
when the adequacy of defense R&D is being questioned. Soviet military leaders are calling for weapons of qualitatively new capabilities as
the military leadership wrestles with the simultaneous issues of their
own new doctrine of reasonable sufficiency and new technological challenges from NATO.
These developments on the military side point to military demands
that place less emphasis on the mass-production base, but perhaps
even more on the advanced industrial capabilities and R&D resources
of defense industry. The demands for higher performance, increased
reliability, lower costs, new and nontraditional solutions to military
tasks, and greater speed of introduction of new technologies will
require a reorientation of Soviet defense R&D away from its Stalinist
heritag Such a reorientation will conflict with the demands on these
same resources coming from the conversion to civilian production.
From the 1930e to the 1980s, Soviet military production and R&D
developed along one dominant path, evolving and refining its practices
and approaches into a clearly identifiable style and culture. This path
was consistent with the requirements of political-military doctrine and
with the economic base supporting it. Participants and foreign
analysts alike grew comfortable with the operation and the understanding of this enterprise. Now, politics, doctrine, economics, and technology are changing. The Soviet defense production complex and the
military are adapting to forces imposed by the leadership and by life
itself The fog and confusions of war are matched by the uncertainties
of evolving Soviet politics, policies, and accomplishments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MAIN THEMS.: THE CHANGING CONTEXT OF SOVIET

WEAPON ACQUISITION
Soviet wipon daka, &dwshpmoo,and ptoduction have been effective euterprises ance the 193b. Although often lacking the most
advanced technologie ppesring n contmporaneou Westem systems
and sometimes exhibiting lower performance measures in direct comparisons, the operational capabilities of Soviet weapons have been the
backbone of the Soviet Union's military competency. Not only have
these weapons provided the offensive and defensive capabilities of the
Soviet military, they have also been delivered in great quantities to
Soviet friends and allies, and have formed an important segment of
Soviet external trade-arms sales having consistently earned the Soviet
Union a significant proportion of its foreign exchange.
The effectiveness of defense industry stands in sharp contrast to the
largely inferior performance of Soviet civilian industry. These differences in performance are not independent of each other, they have
emanated in part from the set of policies that has favored the one sector at the expense of the other. An ongoing process of change is now
unraveling many of the weapon acquisition policies, organizations, and
management approaches set into place in the early Stalinist period.
Interwoven with that process is the current process of converting
defense industrial capabilities to civilian use. The changing nature of
defense technology-in the context of the prevailing deficiencies of the
Soviet economy-further undermines defense industry effectiveness.
THE SOURCES OF DEFENSE INDUSTRY
EFFECTIVENE88: IN BRIEF
Defense industry effectiveness arises from four principal sources. (1)
the allocation of large quantities of resources to the defense effort; (2)
the assurance that the allocational choices are actually implemented
through priority over the supply of materials and other inputs and
through close Communist Party and government oversight and supervision of weapon acquisition; (3) a buyer's market in which the
customer-the Ministry of Defense-has been ganted the political
privilege of not accepting inferior products; and (4) a design and R&D
philosophy and management approach that has effectively dealt with
i1

2

the shortcomings of the Soviet economic systemL In short, these four
sources of effectiveness may be designated allocation priority, implementation priority, a buyer's market, and design philosophy.
This report will describe how Soviet political choices since mid-1987
have altered the structure of defense industry privileges with negative
consequences for weapon acquisition effectiveness. Later sections will
address the problems introduced by the widespread use of electronics,
communications, and sensor technologies in weapon systems and the
difficulties encountered by the traditional design and product'un philosophy in coping with the complexities of the new technologies.

II. THE PLIGHT OF SOVIET CIVILIAN
INDUSTRY

PHASES IN DEFENSE INDUSTRY SUPPORT
OF THE ECONOMY
Soviet defense industry is different from civilian industry. Believing
that such differences have been the major source of the relative success
of defense production and that these differences are transferable from
the defense to the civilian sector, for the past 25 years Soviet leaders
have attempted to seize a small part of 4.M defense industry magic and
bestow it on civilian industry through the transfer of defense managers
and methods. Such attempts were accelerated in the early Gorbachev
years in what we can now recognize as a first phase of enlisting the
defense sector in the aid of the economy.1 However, an important new
element has been added to the earlier attempts at stimulating civilian
innovation and output. In addition to magic, the present Soviet
leaders are now seizing things that have hitherto been closely guarded
defense industry resources and privileges. The second phase of the
evolving policy is the conversion of defense industry capacity to civilian
purposes. A review of the causes for the different results in civilian
and defense innovation and technology, especially the plight of civilian
industry, will aid in understanding and evaluating the evolving policies
and behavior.
SOURCES OF SOVIET CIVILIAN INDUSTRY PROBLEMS
Two Kinds of Priority
Within the Soviet system of a planned economy, civilian industry
suffers on two counts: (1) the political authorities allocate a comparatively large volume of resources, especially of more advanced materials
1

These periods, from 19M6 until mid-1987, and from then to the present, were almost
certainly not planned as a phased program by the Soviet leadership but rather grew out
of uplor changes in perceptions and politics that, in retrospect, may be identiffie with
different phases. For an analysis of the "first phase," we Arthur J. Alexander, "Soviet
Weapons Acquisition in the AVe of Perestroika," in H. Rowen and C. Wolf, Jr., The
Impoverished Supe r
:par
Pereatroiks and the Sovie Military Burden, Institute of Contemporary Studin Pro, San Francisco, 1900. 'TI political struggle is analysd by
Harry Gelman, 7Te Soviet Turn Toward Conventional Force Reduction: The Internal
Strugg e and the Variable at Pa, R-3876-AF, The RAND Corporation, forthcoming.
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and suppbie, to dubs., starving civilian podl
and (2) unrelia
tically high output targuts (taut Plans) result in shortalls of planned
inputs these shortfll, which cMeate gret uncertainty in civilian proalleviated in dnee industry through special access to
duction,
authority and to supplies.
Ths two methods of transformiMg preferences into results can be
INAloca-4 proOtyf
termned -allocational prWoWt and
tional priority exists when a particular sctor or recipient is favored.
for example, compared with another countrs sectoral Share or level of
resources, or the same country at a different time. One could say that
allocational priority is granted to Soviet defense, compared with the
pattern of defense expenditures in most Western countries, or priority
is now shifting away from defense, compared with the situation in the
past fifty yeas of Soviet experience.
Impismentation priori0t can arise whenever financial or other kinds
of allocations are insufficient by themselves to accomplish desired
detailed objectives. For example, dealing with complex bureaucratic or
regulatory processes in any country i often esend by access to sources
of authority able to cut through red tape. in the bumamatic, planned,
conservative processes of the Soviet Union, implementation priority is
a customary method by which political preferences are realized.
It is not logically necessary that allocational and implementational
priorities coexist. Indeed, many cases of enormous expenditures in the
Soviet Union represent major commitment of allocational priority
without a concomitant flow of implementation priority. West Siberian
gas development is one example.' Also, many examples of rhetorical
priority have had neither the resources nor the implementation com-

mitment to back up the rhetoric, as witnessed in the periodic computerization and agricultural development campaigns. Politburo member
Ligachev, for example, complained that the State Planning Committee
had submitted a draft annual plan for the aproindustra complex con-

taining lower commitments than envisioned in the Five Year Plan:
'While lip service is paid to the priority of the food program, the
resources ar actually being cut bacwk" Defense, though, is an example
of the coming together of rhetorical allocationaL and implementation
priority in the Soviet Union-the alliance of word, ruble, and deed.
The necessary complement to such pri
i the low status of civilian
industy and its cameq now neglected materi base, low tachnological levels, insufficient o
nd poor quality products.
sAbohm di , Soiv t Cmtd Dw knm&v and Zemic GwA R-34-AI,
The PAND Conmm*. immy UKIS w 21-2L.
IMAieblu t6 P=s VnSam md R. .in Soum , ?sdi Juy 21, anS
21 I, p. 62).
(1D1-OV4-1-M, Ju, l,

Aflosaales to Chiells. Iry
Civiia idustry is defied a produiction for civilia use, regardles
of the source. Not all nondefense Production, however, goes to the
immediate benefit of individuals; a considerable portion of total output
in the Soviet Union is devoted to investment. Estimates of the defens
share of GNP fall in the range of 15-17 percent, and the shae allocated to gron fixed investment is close to one-third of the entire
GNP.4 In the Western indsraie countries, in comparison, the
defense share is 1-4 percent and investment about 20 percent of GNP.
Defies plus investmenit in the Soviet Union, therefore, absorbs
roqohl 45 percent of the economic output of the counitry versus 20-25
percent in the other developed industrial economies. The high Soviet
share of both of these end uses of economic output is a direct result of
the political determination to become a world power in economic and
military terms. Arithmetic logic dictates that, given suich choices, consumiption must suffer. Private household consumption absorbs less
than 50 percent of GNP (60-65 percent elsewhere), and total private
and public consumption (which inclKue public services suich as transportation and health) stands at 56 percent in the Soviet Union and
65-70 percent in other countries.
As large as the defese shar of GNP appears to be, it impose an
even larger burdien on specific sectors, especially machinery output and
R&D. The lion's share of investment funds allocated to the machinery
sector has gone to the defense industrial ministries. Several estimates
place the defense sh~are of total machine-building output at the 40 percent leveL 5 For R&D, total Soviet expenditures grew very slowly from
1976 to 1966, essentially flattening out in the latest five year period.
Military R&D, however, continued to grow, and ince 1976 most of the
growth in military expeniditures has been due to the R&D account.
These diffrential growth rates imply that defense R&D has been
crowding out civilian R&D in the decade before 1966& This starving of
civilian R&D has been occurring at the very tim that Soviet leaders
have been counting on technology, innovation, and produictivity
increase to move the economy to an intensive growth trajectory.
4GW Oh,. "ot
EcSonmi Grw 1U5-1555 Journa Et Zuuom LdsrutW.
V.1. XXV, Decobu 117, Tahbm 3, p. 17K5 In contfo, outs
mil I~M
0s
LAnd
hvstwm WO. psiPont of GNP, and 2&.0 psut wben ammwrd in cusm AabOM fir
Iw

v

I~sI b Politi

asubsi Lieobs,. who netAd Ih 185 Mii-

"3hbhgthePrys
~ ~ *
Famed=u &Wd Robm in Sodey.0 Am*d
(flUOV4S1,J* 22. 180, p.U).
-g

2Lt
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Since at least the 1930., then, Soviet political-economic strategy has
emphasized defense and heavy industry growth in allocating the
nation's available resources. But under the conditions of the Soviet
planned economy, priority of allocation is insufficient to guarantee that

plans will be met Additional step. are required to assure the desired
outcomes. A method of implementation priorities is also necessary.

Supply Uncertainties
Innovation always involves the uncertainty of the unknowable future
where affairs are, by design, intended to deviate from contemporary circumstances. But for the Soviet civilian innovator, the economic system
produces additional risks, the most important of which arise from the
supply of inputs. Weakness of the interenterprise supply system has been
a shortcoming of the Soviet economy since the 1930s. Uncertainty over
supply is a major concern of managers, and for innovating managers the
problems are multiplied. A great deal of management effort is normally
devoted to developing reliable relations with suppliers, tracking down late
or missing supplies, sending dispatchers to problem enterprises, and dealing with local Party and government organs in attempts to obtain support
in these activities. Once a set of suppliers, components, and materials has
been identified and incorporated into an enterprise's plans and operations, a manager is very reluctant to disrupt these arrangements; since
innovation generally involves disruption of familiar routines, managers
naturally shun innovation activities.
Supply problems arise from faulty planning procedures, overcentralization of planning and allocation, an underdeveloped supply infrastructure, and complexity of the economy with its tens of thousands of enterprises and millions of commodities, but mainly it comes from the tautness
of the planning system." Tautness is another name for excess demand,
which arises from the attempts of planners to motivate workers and
managers by stimulating effort throughout the hierarchical management
system. When tautness is combined with an incentive system that primarily rewards the meeting of gross output targets, a permanent seller's
market is produced, one of whoe outcomes is a state of constant shortage.
Despite repeated attempts since the 1960, to replace gross output targets
with more complex indices of plan fulfllment 7-including profit-like
measures--short-term output continues to dominate the reward structure
sJouph S. Berlimr, The Innovamtion Deewaon in Sovit Indutry, MIT Prs CambWddp Mm, 1976, pp. 70-71
7
The Inru&xo of Profi-oriented sel-fnancin practime (khowuehe) ha. not
impovd matte. markedl. A hmd bookkper complained of -the immee numbr of
additioal indicator and ystems of inentives Five yam ago the Rqot on the Fu#M.
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for a simple and powerful reason: The outputs of one organization are the
inputs of others; in a planned economy of the Soviet type, the authorities
cannot tolerate schemes that could disrupt the vast number of bureaucratically contrived connections among organizations without contemplating a chaotic breakdown of the production system.
As much as the risks to innovation are multiplied for the Soviet
manager, the rewards for successful implementation of technological
change are stunted, mainly for the reason just alluded to: a reward
structure that continues, in the main, to be basd on gross output.
Despite several attempts to juggle new-product prices to favor innovation and to add output indices based on the number or value of innovations, these modifications have been fairly minor and ineffective.
Moreover, the very system of central planning that produced the negative incentives in the first place insulates producers from pressures to
innovate that are generated by competition and the potential entry of
new enterprises. Enterprises are assured of customers for their production. Consequently, they face only administrative pressures (rather
than economic requirements) to innovate.
Organizational Structure
In addition to the disincentives retarding productivity and technological change, organizational structure also acts to discourage innovation. Soviet economic organizations are marked by large-sale bureaucratization, complexity, hierarchical rigidity, and horizontal boundaries
that are often more difficult to bridge than international boundaries
between less-than-friendly states. Where technology is fluid and
change is rapid, successful innovating organizations require flexible
structures, lateral interactions, and organic, nonhierarchical schemes of
orgnization. Soviet economic organizations tend to violate these
norms in all dimensions. As one example, Soviet enterprises are lumberingly large. Twenty years ago, only 15 percent of Soviet enterprises
employed fewer than 50 people, compared with 85 percent in the
United States and 95 percent in Japan. At the other end of the distribution, 24 percent of Soviet establishments had more than 500 employe; in the United States, only 1.4 percent of the firms were as huge,
and in Japan the figure was a tiny 0.3 percent. In the meantime,
Soviet organizations have grown even larger with the merger of enterprises and the creation of production associations and sciencemint o/NorM omihtsd of 10 pM, and now it hm 240 peVL.
Amlim'as ookkspg evls," EKO, Oetob 196, p. 34.
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pynduction assocatiots in which many enterprises are joined under a
single manamgentL Iroically, the amlsainof enterprises and
researh&
institutes, into enormous complexes was intended to correct
them" aniza.,onalboundary problm
Despite the lag scale of individual Soviet research and production
oganizations, the Soviet indutrial structure ha been chacterized by

functional

to

Production enterprises do little R&D;, research

institutse have little capacity fr prototyp constuction and testing or for

pilot plant production. Design, and project organizations produce blueprints for products and factories they will never have to produce or
manage. ven when a reearch institute is within the same ministry as a
production plant, the different incentives acting on managers of the different orgmnizatiom produce only weak forcee for the interactions and
personal energies required to develop an innovation and transfer it successfully to a producing organization. Moreover, the forces of demand are
so blmted that ther is often little incentive to produce even a suc-

cessfidly implemented innovation.
For many products and technologis, market economies can coordinate these different functions through arm's-length market transactions; but for the majority of products, the functions are integrated
within single companies where intense personal communications and
the movement of people who embody technical knowledge and knowhow are more possible than across company boundaries. Even with
such integation, however, research-intensive companies in market
economies find that the management of the interfunctinal flows is a

critically important, difficult, and consuming activity. Developing
effctiv links among researh, design, development, production, and
marketing is diffiult in the best of circmstacs under Soviet condi-

tions it is grossly ineffective.
GOAL-ORRNTED PROGRAMS: BORROWING
FROM DEFENSE
One policy development in the civil sphere deserves mention because
of its links to military sector practices: the ume of program planning
and managment.
The program approach emphasizes a set of goals
or technical achievements such s the development of a specific new
product or the creation of some production capability. For such proane, plans focus on the achievement of the goals, rather than on an
OnJdm Caspe, quad1
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unit such as an entepris. Many of these programs in
the civil sector appear to be related to high-level Party or government

objectives and are managed outside the usual methods and organizational frameworks. In some cams, time schedules, resouces, and participants are designated in the formal documents authorizing the project. For important interministry problems, a lead organization may be

assigned authority over resources and over other participeting organizations. In the most important projects, high-level political backing is
used to solve the always-present problems of bottlenecks, unreliable
supplies, uncooperative partners, and general disinterest in results.
Such approaches have been used for major campaigns such as exploitation of Western Siberian oil and gas reserves, or for more narrowly
defined goals such as a ship-building development programn,
Program
management effectiveness depends on the ability to isolate a highpriority goal from the general economic structure. High priority and
privileged access to supplies and organizational talents, though, can
disrupt the plans of others and impose an additional burden on the
already taxed capabilities of less privileged managers. As Berliner
notes, when the source of problems is systemic, the creation of
remedies by exceptions only adds complexity and arbitrariness to
resource use and decisionmaking. 2 Therefore, to the extent that program planning is effective, it contributes an additional impediment to

innovation and effectiveness for the nonfavored residual claimants of
resurces.
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MIH.
THE FAVORED SITUATION OF SOVIET
DEFENSE INDUSTRY

EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY
Analysis of the sources of defense industry "magic" should clearly
separate notions of "efficiency" and "effectiveness." Broadly speaking,
Soviet weapon development and production have been effective in an
international, military context. But according to a growing volume of
evidence, the efficiency of Soviet defense R&D and production is questionable, especially for the more technologically advanced and complex
types of equipment.
Although the defense sector has been buffered from many of the
inefficient practices and incentives of the civilian economy, it is essentially part of the same syst .n. Moreover, it supplies a knowledgeable
customer who makes exacting demands with the state's resources to
back them up. The combination of a weakly motivated economic system, exacting demands, and a fat-cat customer has supplied the elements for an industry with low cost-consciousness.
Anecdotal evidence describes many of the same processes in defense
establishments that degrade efficiency in civilian enterprises, and for the
same reasons. Soviet efficiency in producing contemporary, technologically advanced military hardware is especially low compared with U.S.
practice. Recent intelligence analyses suggest that the resource cost of
Soviet weapon procurement has doubled in the past decade, whereas had
these weapons been produced in the United States, the cost would have
grown by only about 15 percent. "They are at best slightly less productive
in manufacturing trucks and ships but grossly inefficient compared to the
U.S. in producing high-tech guidance systems."1
This inefficiency of the Soviet defense production sector may not be
fully apparent to Soviet planners and leaders because the full cost of
output is not always reflected in the prices that the defense ministry
pays for its products.2 As khozraschet is introduced into defense
plants, though, enterprise managers are making increasing numbers of
complaints that they cannot generate profits under the existing pricing
practices where monopsonist-established prices do not cover the costs
of production.
'D)erg InteIlignce Agency, De
Research Comment: The High Cost of &wiet

iTie

Defne, DRCI18-S, Dcember 1968, pp. 2-3.
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MILITARY INCENTIVES
The highly skilled and experienced military professionals of the
Soviet General Staff formulate weapon acquisition requirements and
policies in light of the always-changing nature of the technical level
and capabilities of the forces opposing them. Real, international competition generates a phenomenon that is rather rare in the Soviet
Union: a buyer operating under incentives leading to choices, that-to
an outside observer-appear to be rational. This rationality is combined with political authority, which transforms the defense industrial
sector into a buyer's market dominated by consumers. Unlike most
other actors in Soviet economic affairs, the military and the defense
industrial managers in general actually choose what they ought to
choose: They are astute buyers. This is not to deny that distorted
prices and the loosened constraints brought about by long-term budget
growth have induced many deviations from strictly optimal behavior,
but the military has been given something that others do not have:
authority to cope with uncertainty and risk, and the ability to escape
the customary Soviet preoccupation with the narrowly defined efficiency of producers at the expense of the utility of users.
MILITARY INDUSTRY'S ACCESS TO SUPPLIES
Military industry has customarily been given first priority in its
access to materials and the outputs of other enterprises. Beginning
with planning at the highest level, the military allocation (as determined by the interplay of politics, economics, and military demands) is
satisfied first, with the rest of the economy treated as a residual. 3 In
production plans at enterprises, military orders must be completed
before the demands for other customers. Capital equipment in short
supply goes first to military plants, and then the remainder is allocated
to lower priority enterprises. Advanced, high productivity foreign
equipment, both bought and stolen, flows to military producers. Not
only supplies and equipment, but also high-quality workers and
managers have been channeled to the military-industrial sector, where
they have been rewarded with high salaries, bonuses, and other perquisites such as housing.
To guarantee the quality of its inputs, the military itself manages a
network of military representatives at production plants producing
final goods or inputs for the military customer. These representatives
3A. S. Becker, Soviet Central Deciionmakag and Economic Growth/ A Summin Up,
R-3349-AF, The RAND Corporation, January 1986, pp. 9,19-21.
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have the responsibility and authority to reject output that does not
meet the contractual specifications and to work out corrective procedures with local managers.
Even more than in civilian industry, the military industrial ministries and factories try to assure that as many of its supplies and inputs

are produced under its control as possible. For example, the Ministry

of Aviation Industry includes aluminum production capabilities and
rubber plants for tire production.
In short, military producers escape many of the effects of a seller's
market. They insist on the meeting of agreed quantities, qualities, and
schedules. And they have the advantage of planning priority, delivery
authority, and independent on-the-scene inspection by authoritative
experts to implement their demands.
Party and government organs contribute to the reduction of supply
uncertainties to military industry. As part of their general function of
obtaining supplies for enterprises under their jurisdictions, local Party
secretaries pay special attention to military production.

They can

divert needed supplies from civilian plants to military plants, comb the
local area for reserves, and call on their comrades in other areas to do
the same in exchange for commodity trades or future favors. Local
Party leadem can use political pressure on producers to speed up production to meet deadlines, find transport equipment to move available
goods, and otherwise attempt to solve the thousands of bottleneck
problems that affict Soviet industry. Some analysts claim that these
functions legitimize the roles of local Party leaders, impeding reforms
that would eliminate these functions and therefore the local Party's
status and main raisond'Otre.
When solutions to supply problems cannot be dealt with on the local
level, oftials can ascend the Party hierarchy, seeking resolution at
higher ivl. At the top, the Party Secretary overseeing the Defense
Industry Department of the Central Committee can presumably call on
the entire national economy te solve a critical military industrial sup-

ply problem, mobihg the planning and supply agencies, industral
capabilities, and stocks and reserves. The Party, therefore, both estab-

hes the priority of the military sector and, in its deployed capacity
tthe
country, stands ready to help implement its own policy.
The Party is aided in this task by the VPK, an agency that is nominally attached to the Council of Ministers but is closely supervised by
the PMaY Secretary for Defensh
Industry. The VPK is primarily an
organzation of militay-industrial policy rather than one
that Originate policy. One of its primary jobs is to coordinate and

police mltary priorities thougout the economy and to s that decisions are actually carried out. The VPK participates in planning of
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weapons R&D and procurement at the national level with Gosplan,'
the Academy of Sciences, and the State Committee for Science and
Technology (GKNT). With a supraministerial role and commensurate
authority, its instructors have the knowledge, skill, and power to
enforce compliance with contracts and program plans; apparently they
are not reluctant to use these powers, even if fulfilling military
demands has adverse consequences for lower-priority users.
Two modifications to this rather bald description of priority are
necessary to bring it closer to reality. First, although the military has
priority, and this is recognized and acted upon throughout the system,
the actors at all levels are not unaware of the harm done to other sectors of the society by slavish attention to military demands. Decisionmakers and Party leaders will fight sharp changes in military requirements if the changes drastically disrupt established plans and relations.
From the top budget and planning agencies down to the low-level supply organizations, there is evidence that 'reasonable" and "customary"
military demands will be more or less automatically satisfied but that
unreasonable requests will be opposed or compromises sought. Over
the long run, however, military industry has been successful in obtaining what it needs, while being sensitive to what the economy can
provide-at least in the short run.
The second modification has to do with tle proliferation or "blizzard" of priorities. As with many other units of exchange that are not
backed by real resources, it is all too easy for the authorities to issue
more priority than the available production capacity can support, thus
leading to inflation. There has been just such an inflation of priority
in military production. Enterprises overbooked with priority orders
end up by fulfilling those that are the easiest to produce. Orders get
Highest Party-Government Priority, Council of Ministers Priority,
Ministry of Defense Priority, VPK Priority, industrial ministry priority, and so on down the list. As priorities proliferate, military industry
becomes more like the civil sector, with all of the attendant problems
of tautness and a seller's market.

THE POLITICAL SOURCES OF EFFECTIVENESS
The effectiveness of Soviet weapons acquisition has depended on the
granting of special rights and privileges to the defense establishment by
'h
chronicle of emuts in the Council of Ministers, for eample, noted a joint
presentation by Gosplan and the VPK on the draft plan of the defense complex for the
coming ymr. "Chronicle, In the Presum of the Council of Ministers of the USSR,'
Provithateny VestA, No. 18, September 1969, p. 3.
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the political leaders. Effectiveness largely flows from political decisions
and choices. The special rights granted to Soviet defense include:
1.

2.

3.

The privilege of the customer-the Ministry of Defense-to be
a demanding buyer. It can expect contracts to be honored; it
can enforce performance; it can refuse to accept defective
products.
The privilege of defense industry to receive priority in the
planning and delivery of materials and supplies. It is assigned
the best managers; it has been able to attract top technical
specialists; in a shortage economy, it is afforded first access to
supplies.
The defense effort has been given the right to the large
volume of resources needed to meet military requirements.

These three rights granted by the political leadership to the nation's
defense have permitted defense managers to operate with greater flexibility and less uncertainty than managers in the civil sector. Although
the Soviet economic system and decisionmaking practices impose considerable caution and conservatism on defense industry managers and
designers, they have sufficient assurances of material support to confidently develop and use new technology in military equipment. In the
almost 60 years of experience with this structure of resource allocation,
defense industry leaders have developed a management style and organizational approach that deals effectively with the system in which
they operate. However, without the political backing for buyer dominance, supply priority, and a large share of resources, defense industry
would operate at close to the levels of effectiveness exhibited by civilian industry. Although there are some high points in the product
design and cost situation in Soviet civilian branches, overall performance is generally less than the purely technical abilities of Soviet
civilian industry would lead a Western analyst to expect.
Over the years, Western analysts have described several methods to
increase the effectiveness of the Soviet civilian economy, including- (1)
reform of the economic system, bringing it more in line with Western
capitalist economies to obtain greater output from available resources;
(2) reallocation of resources from defense to civilian uses; and (3), in
the absence of economic reform, shift of implementation priority of
supply in the tautly planned economy from defense to civilian production. Economic reform, so far, is largely a stillborn policy under
Gorbachev's pereetroika. The policy of conversion, as it has evolved
over the past two years, turns out to incorporate a good deal of
resource reallocation. Preliminary evidence indicates at least a partial
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shift in implementation priority, although the actual persistence and
consequences of such a shift will have to be carefully monitored to
assess the longer term effects. Underscoring the shift in priorities,
prime minister Ryzhkov told the Supreme Soviet that the main value
impressed upon defense production ministers was the "exceptional
importance of measures aimed at conversion of defense production
facilities and their redesignation to the production of consumer goods,
alongside the need to equip the USSR Armed Force."5 Thus, the
Soviet leadership has firmly embarked on at least one and a half new
policies. Conversion now reflects political changes that deviate from
the Stalinist value system embedded in past practice and institutions.
DEFENSE INDUSTRY GOVERNANCE
An issue of great importance is the question of governance, for it is
through political and administrative governance that priority has been
assigned and implemented. The chief instruments of governance are
the Military Industrial Commission and the ministerial structure under
it, and the Party apparatus. The fact that the former VPK Chairman
was appointed head of Gosplan at about the time of increased civilian
responsibilities for the defense complex may have been coincidental,
but it also suggests that the political leaders wanted a knowledgeable
defense manager in the chief planning job.6 Meanwhile, the VPK
apparently has been given responsibility for coordinating the activities
of civilian production in the defense complex, for producing conversion
plans, and perhaps for the broader planning and coordination of food
processing equipment production and the other tasks and plans
assigned to the defense production complex. Some evidence suggests
that a new directorate has been created in the VPK overseeing civilian
output." Similarly, defense production ministries have added new
directorates or deputy ministers since early 1988 with apparent responsibility for civilian goods." The VPK chairman has been a leading
5"Report by N. 1. Ryzhkov, Chairman of the USSR Council of Ministers," PWA
June
6 28, 1989, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-123, June 28, 1989, p. 38).

Prime Minister Ryzhkov, responding to criticisms of Supreme Soviet delegates over
confirmation of Yu. D. Maalyukov as Goeplan chairman, remarked that as VPK chairman he had to face broad economic and technological matters, as wel as complex orgnizational problems. "Ryzhkov Addresses Joint Chambe," Moscow Television, June tO,
1969 (FBIS-SOV-89-111-S, June 12, 1989, p. 77).

'For example, V. Komarov, who has been identified as a VPK department chief, has
written on defense industry conversion plans. "Action," Praviteatvenny Vutnik No. 18,
September 198 (FBIS-SOV-9-191, October 4, 1989, p. 108).
fThe Ministry of General Machine Building for example, has a Department of Consumer Goods. "Defense on the Defensive," Sotuidbtichesmhyo Induebiya, September 21,
198, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-191, October 4, 1980, p. 104).
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public spokesman for the conversio to Civil=a output and Individual
miteshav taken personal responsibility for meeting planned outputs in their on spberes of influence. At the very least, then, one can
my that civilian production has the attention of the top industrial
koaers And if this effort has captured the time, cocntaiosilitie, and energies of management, then defense Production must have
lss of these scarce, resources.
As part of a general indutria restructuringr, the defense production
complex was partially reconfigured, with the now ministry apparatus
intended to lay its main stress on strategic issues of technology and
invstmntrather than on economic management.1 0 Although the
plan is not to create superminiatries that would strengthen their
monopoly position and their departmental diktat, it is difficult, to we
how increased centralization will be avoided, especially since technology strategy and investment lie at the core of industrial control.
so far, civilian production in defense industry has not been granted
the impeetto priority of defens, as defense production managers
have been sadly reminded when they are forced to confront the
vagaries of the civilian supply system But even though civili= output
does not carr the legal stamp of priority, it is often the high-level
attention to the problems and processes of production that matters. In
that sense, there appears to be a transfer of priority to civilia matters.
But how long will it last? Will it survive another season, another
year? Since it flows from political power and administrative methods,
the political pressure must be maintained--and intiuioaizd
The requirement for priority in the Soviet economy was formally
recognied by the government late in 1969. In a speech to the Congress of
Peoples Deputies reporting on the state of economic reform, Prime Miniister Nikolay Ryzhkov statd, 'Mh
granting of economic priorities is
required for civilian production in the defense sector.""1 Thi declarative
OMh Odehose complaza now compies (a) six production minietriee, (b) two minis.
tie inr "ii aviation end commnunicatione, end (c) the Stats Committee for Computer
Technolog and Infonatics The sax production ministries are: aviation production,
ebA &Mdig
defes production (oanmce and conventional weapons), sneral mabin.
building (balistic misiles), rado production (electronics products), and electronics production (conupoment). The new,
ministry combines the old communicatimn tresuwhulo and equlpet production mainistries. Mw. former medhim mechbine
bU~ftn ministry (maceer weapons) was Included in a new eneru ministry in the *fuel
end emno complez. See sGovernment of the Nain, PAmwidetwna VestnA No 16,
-ouneai

Sq&eMbsr isep.2.

I%ech by NIkolsy Ryuhkov to the USSR Supremes Soviet, MOSCOW Televiso Service, June 10, 1969 (1SI-SOV-8-111-S, June 12, 1969, p. 75).
iiNhmA Fobkv -Untivem
Consolldetion, and Reform ane the Way to a
Healty Leoomy, Isuy, Decem 14, 193, pp. 2-4 (FBJS-SOV-8O-229, Decmber
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policy mari a shap break from early formulation of converdon
methods; however, there is no evidence yet of implmentation of such a

policy.
With the continued planned and centralized orientation of the Soviet
economy, the reduction of military implementation priority-were it to
occur-would require a rooting out of ducads of practice and habit,
beginning at the top-most planning levels, reaching down through Party
cadres and economic managers at the lowest levels. It would mean, for
example, that if aluminum shet were in short supply, it would more probplant. Countless
ably end up at a toaster factory than at a MiG air
thousands of daily decisions, made according to powerful institutional
incentives, reinforced by 50 years of habit and experience, would have to
be reshaped according to new priorities. All of the Soviet experience suggests that, to be effective, such a change in values and policies would
require a massive mobilization campaign, wholesale removal of old cadres
and apointment of replacements, and visible punishments and rewards
to emphasize that the desired performance, on which incentives are

based, had indeed changed.
The most direct source of political pressure has been the Defense
Industry Department of the Central Committee Secretariat, and the
secretary responsible for the department. It is notable that the central
committee departments with economic sector oversight were disbanded
in late 1988, except for the agrarian and defense industry departments.
Gorbachev stressed that the decision to retain these two departments
was necessary at the current stage of reform but that they may easily
be dissolved in the future. 12 The other departments were replaced by
commissions with broad social and political mandates, but often with
seemingly little power. For the moment, then, the Central Committee
secretary and department for defense industry still exist and continue
1
to wield Party political sanctions over defense industry activities
However, the Party secretary for defense industry also has been active
in areas far removed from defense: pollution and environmental issues,
to name just two additional responsibilities. Thus, the content of this
position has been broadened, with presumably less attention being
given to defense-industrial matters.
A new feature in Soviet politics that changes the balance of forces
affecting the resource and implementation priority of defense is the
process of democratization and the emergence of an independent public
2

Alexander Rahr,*Who h inCharp of the Paity Appatus?" Radio Lbmt, Rqomf
USK, April 14, I9M, p.21.
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opinion as voiced through the press, elections, and the legislative
organs of the Supreme Soviet and Congress of People's Deputies. Initiated by Gorbachev's reforms, popular preferences now have a more
important role in establishing the leadership's policies. A strident
newspaper article examining the response of the "competent authorities to shortages of consumer goods noted, "The opinion of the public
has been molded and cannot but affect (and has indeed affected!) the
subsequent actions of these authorities." 4 Indeed, the focus of defense
industry on food-processing equipment and consumer goods directly
reflects such political attention to popular concerns. Therefore, the
fate of conversion is closely linked with the fate of political reform.
A standing committee on military affairs has been established in the
new Supreme Soviet, a move that several Party leaders, including
Foreign Minister Shevardnadze, have been promoting for several years.
The chairman of this committee, V. Lapygin, has declared that it will
consider the most important issues "starting from the strategy of arming and providing for defense... to producing and manufacturin this
equipment."1" By 1989, the committee was focusing on budgetary
issues, having been advised of the importance of controlling the purse
by members of the U.S. House Armed Services Committee. Soviet
defense committee members, however, complained of the lack of specificity of budgetary formulations and stated that they had many questions for the General Staff and Defense Ministry. 6 This approach is
another step in breaking down the monopoly over information and
expertise formerly held by the professional military and is a major step
in transferring stewardship of the defense complex to a broadly based

civilian body.
The creation of the Supreme Soviet defense committee and the additional tasks of conversion placed on party cadres may have diffused the
focus that Party personnel were formerly able to bring to defense production affairs: Not only has another high-powered body taken
responsibility for what had been a central Party concern, but those
concerns themselves no longer hold undisputed top priority. These factors evidently have begun to affect Party performance in the defense
industry sphere. Politburo member and former Moscow party leader
L. N. Zaikov complained to a conference on defense conversion in the
capital region of "a decline in the attention devoted to the work of
Defense on te Defensive," Sotiatharya
21, 141.
19089Ilimenko,
(FBIS-SOV-0-191,
October 4, 1989, p. 102).

0lSmarb by Vladimr Lipygi,

Induasfiyo, September

Moscow Domustic Radio Service, Jun 28, IM

(FBISOV-8-124, June 29, 198, p. 37).
Wshfseg Radio Domestic Servics, October 6, 1989 (FBJS-SOV-80-194, October 10,
190, p. 56.)

defense coPlex enterprises by rMyon party committees, ministries'
party committees, and the gorhom defense department." 7 Zaikov, who
also had been the Party's defense industry secretary, warned Party
activists that the view embodied in the assertion, "given the division of
functions, this is not the Party's concern," was "a dangerous illuuion."s

It thus appears that the major political, ornizational, and policy
shifts of the past two years are beginning to be reflected at the working
level of Party organizations and that the undisputed attention to
defense is now waning.
If the Supreme Soviet Committee exercises vigorous oversight over
defense matters or the Central Committee defense department is disbanded, the priority of defense could be drastically reduced and an
organ like the VPK could end up with the same dilute capabilities as
the civilian Machine Building Bureau. The future status of priority
will be signaled by the authority, organizational changes, and cadre
policies at the Central Committee, republic, and oblast levels. If
defense industry departments are disestablished or their personnel
reassigned, then the main method for implementing political priorities
in defense production will have been eliminated.
""Conversion: The View from the Capita," Pmvada, October 24, 1989, p.4 (FBIS.
SOV-.207, October 27, 1989, p. 96).
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TV. OVERVIEW OF POLICY ON DEFENSE
INDUSTRY CONVERtSION

SEEKING THE MAGIC OF THE DEFENSE SECTOR
Mikhail Gorbachiev has perpetuated his predecessors' penchant for
usn defense industry methods and managers to stimulate civilian production. Gorbachev has transferred defense industry managers to the
civil production sector, imitated the coordinating and executive functions
of the VPK by establishing simila commissions for the machine-building
and a-oidutrasctors, and tried to duplicate the clout of a buyer's
market by establishing a civilian counterpart to the Ministry of Defense
in the State Acceptance Commission (Goepriemka).' Unfortuniately, none
of the magic that seemed to inhere in defense production has been captured in thes hapless imitative ventures.
Since the magic could not be transferred out of the defense production sphere, then perhaps, Soviet leaders seem to have concluded, civilian production within the defense complex would be touched by the
elusive qualities. Since early 19M8 efforts to increase the civilia output of defense industry have accelerated. This new policy marks a
break with pest efforts to harness defense industry to civilia output:
It encompasses the application of defense resources as well as its

A CONVERSION CERONOLOGY
Conversion of defense industry capacity to civilian purposes has
been the subject of at least four, possibly more, economic plans, and
2 Soiet high-level economnic
the number appears to be pgrm
managers have discussed these plans and goals in a consistent manner
but often merge them into the general category of 'conversion."
'A lis of such tranma is &mv in Pul Cocks, aSo'uist Science and Teecoo
Sktamp Damowing from the Defense Sector." in Joint Deonomic Committee, 100th
Cong. 1t Bsm., orbachev'. Beonk micP.. Vol. 2, Novemsber 2M 1987 (S. Pit. 100-57.,
VaL 2).
"VP Chiamn Belmovm ha Woken of t trUbled amoa to which 411 -e1 induatty
wil be file (1)spicultual processing equipment, (2) liHt industry equpa - Pree
ma,(8) iqlet ' Or tbad and ciedsg. (4) consumer pods, (5) electronics (6) come(9) civil aviation, and (10) an tra.miglm
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Plans for the use of defense capacity have been developed for (1)
processing equipment for the gonurilcomplex, (2) equipmnt for
light industry, and (3) complex goods for cosmrs. Party Secretary
Baklanov, who is responsible for oversighit of defense industry, conveniently mentioned these three plans in a single sentence "It is
already possibles to say that the defense complex's scientific, and production potential as starting to work soundly on increasing consumer
goods production, as well as production of the latest equipment for
light industry, and on the processing sectors of the apo in-dustrial crn plex." A plan for medical equipment may also have been formulated
since deflense industry has been charged with increased production of
such good.. Additionally, the projete reduction in procurement of
defense equipment has inspired, a more cmrhnveplan, this last
plan may attempt to consolidate the various accumulating demand. on
the defense production sector and match them with the capait that
will be freed by declining military demand.
To help clarify the evolution of the policies on conversion, the following chronology attempts to array events as they occurrd; however, since
some of the timing attributed to this behavior became evidlent a year or
more after the event, some of the chronology is only approxiate.
An October 1987 Central Committee conference on the food poesn
secto of the agroindustrial complexI led to the subsequent development of
a ~ copeesv ln-hc included defense industry, for icesn
output in the 1988-96 period. Apparently as a consequencie of the decisions taken,at that time, the Ministry of Machine Buiding for Light and
Food idustry and Household Appliances (
IMin
ishchmash) was dis
bande on March 1, 196, and 220 of its plants tansetrred to defense
industry miistries,6 although the decision had apparently alred been
made the previous November. Party Secretary V. Filimonvv of the disbanded ministry realized that something was afoot as early as November
1967. *When they telephoned me back in November and said that it was
not expedien to hold a Party meeting on problems associated with
restructuring in our branch, I realized that some decision wee being
prepared. with respect to our ministr."G The deputy minister of the Ministry of Defense Industry confirmed this chronolocr. 'The decision on
Musics Temvisi, OVrw#Wj =6at Decmber M3 IM6 (S-BOV-WB25,
Doosbel
21, 166W p. 42).
4
ftGeo fo thed Peopis Off thu Mhisy Prodacm
UneW Soudebkaos Bm4aum
Februay 10, 19f68, I FBJBOV-06-Mg Februa 13,1969. p. 82).
50AIming hr a flnaktimusko Seeata Recess, Febray S&, 196 p. 3 (FRIS
80V4S.461, arch 2,19UK pp. 61-4). The disbanded ministry poeseeced 260 fateriss,
but a* 220 howe Spied in the trannfar. The adii 40 may have omdn activiies.
Gltpctap from Aholie N~niwty,* Pmus1% Maoch S, 1968 p. 1 (P318.80V44047. Maoch 10, 1968 p. 57).
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the transfer of civilian enterprises turning out agricultural products processing equipment was adopted late in 1987.... Resources were promptly
allocated from the ministry's [of Defense Industry] reserves." 7 By midMarch, the Ministry of Radio Industry had established a ministerial
review body to coordinate the transfer of Minlegpishchmash plants and

the increased output of civilian goods.8

In early February 1988, VPK Chairman and long-time defense

industry manager Yu. D. Maslyukov had already been appointed to
head the state planning agency, Gosplan. This appointment was consistent with the trend of transferring defense managers to civilian jobs,
but it also may have been influenced by the intention to increase
involvement of defense industry in broader economic affairs.
The Council of Ministers published a package of resolutions dealing
with increased output of civilian goods in August 1988 One resolution
in particular instructed defense industry ministries to increase production of specified consumer products.9 This resolution was followed up
in October 1988 with a decree on measures to raise the incentives to
enterprises in defense industry and heavy industry to expand consumer
10
output.
About a year after the Central Committee conference on the foodprocessing industry, the regional press mentioned in October 1988 and
VPK chairman I. S. Belousov confirmed in January 1989 the existence
of a comprehensive targeted program for the agroindustrial processing
industry, including the participation of defense plants."1 These plans
included a rigid schedule and assignments of product types and
12

volumes to specific ministries.

Then, at the United Nations in December, Gorbachev announced a
14.2 percent reduction in military expenditures, including a 19.5 percent cut in arms and military equipment procurement. Deputy Defense
Minister for Armaments General B. Shabanov noted in early January
that the announced cutbacks were already being implemented. By
February 1989, Belousov referred to the elaboration of a plan to work
7V. Bykadorov, -On Paef Conveyors," Selsa ZhiM, August 15, 1989, p. 2
(FBIS-SOV-162, August 23, 198, p. 100).
$IPU6inaton for the APK," Ehoomicheayo Gmta, No. 48, November 1966, p. 4
(JPRS-UMA--0M, February 13, 1966, p. 89).
sIn the USSR Council of Ministem," Povda, August 21, 1968, pp. 1-2 (FBIS-SOV.

88-165, August 25, 19

p. 50).

"OAn Addition of 15 Billion," lwettoa October 15, 1968, p. 2.
ll the analysis of Mink Witlock, "Krsnodar Confrence Discusses Scientific-

Thnc fmle of Agiculture," Radio Libey Reswch Repo RL 7/8, Deember 5,
US, p. 4.
MA Pleaefu Vocation for Defense Industry Plants," Izti% January 3, 199, p. 2
(FBlS-SOV-U.003, Janury , 190, p. 52).
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out the scale and detail of defense production conversion. The new
plan was explicitly tied to the reduction of military output stemming
from the 19.5 percent announced defense production reduction.
Belousov justified the reductions in terms of the lower demands arising
from the INF treaty, the ongoing negotiations on strategic arms that
foresaw 50 percent reductions, and the "significantly improving international climate."18
Defense industry support of light industry was mentioned by a Gosplan deputy chairman in September 1988,14 with details filled in by
Belousov in early February 1989.15 His figures and his formulation of
the light industry plan were repeated by Secretary Baklanov a month
later.16
The defense production cutbacks announced earlier evidently began
to affect specific plants almost immediately. The Minister of Defense
Industry, P. Finogenov, said that in his whole career in defense industry, "I can't recall such a major switch as that which started last
year." 17 And a group of enterprise directors in a round-table discussion
said that a "reduction of defense expenditures by five percent has produced quite an effect in virtually all branches."16 When one director
mentioned that he was notified of the cancellation of one order on
Decemb&. 2..), another responded: "That's not too bad. One of our
orders was voided in March." These cancellations were sudden and
unexpected, leaving the enterprises without a plan, without orders, and
without inputs or financing, but with factories full of employees and
managers expecting to be paid their regular salaries; this situation sent
the managers scurrying to find civilian work to fill up the released
capacity.
Events now seemed to be moving faster than could be accommodated by the planning process; toward the end of March 1989, Deputy
Defense Minister V. M. Arkhipov could only point to "a partialy
1

"Goods for the People Off the Military Production Line," Sovetshqya Rosiya,

February 10, 1969, p. 1 (FBIS-SOV-89-028, February 13, 1989, p. 82).

14L B. Vid, "1989 Plan: Reference Points for Growth." Ekonomkhedksy Gasrt%No.
37, September 1988, p. 4 (FBIS-SOV8-202, October 19, 1988, p. 81).
1S'Goods for the People Off the Military Production Line," Sovetsho
Rossi
February 10, 1989.
1
"th Far East's Potential at the Service of Restructuring," Pryd, March 12, 1989,

pp. 2-3 (FPIS-SOV-89-048, March 14,1989, p. 44).
'71mtedof Missiles and Tanks," Pvld, March 14, 1989, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-060,
March 16, 1989, p. 29).

b0How to Beat Swords into Ploughssaree," Mekovhwkya Prouda, March 21, 1989,
pp. 1-2, (FBIS-8OV-08,April 12, 1989, p. 55.) The 5 percent reduction in defemse
expenditures mentioned in this discussion could be the first portion of the 19.5 percent

faiure sated by Gorbachev.
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eaborated plan for the conversion of military production, the utilization of defense industry equipment, buildings, and facilities for civilian
production, and the redistU ution of material thus released into the
naiona economy." 1 By the beginning of May 1989, leaders of the

Ministry of Machine Building began to speak in tone of distress, if
not panic "In cutting back military programs so drastically, we had to
resolve the problem of how, in a very short space of time-basically
simultaeousl
with in-depth conversion-to fully exploit our branch's
potentiaL"9 °
Speakers at a June 1989 military conference on defense industry
conversion and khozmrchet complained that there had not been a
'comprehensive concept for the development of the Armed Forces that
takes into account not only the changes in military doctrine, but also the
new socioeconomic developments. n By July, it could be announced that
working groups for a national conversion program had been set up in the
Central Committee, Defense Ministry, Foreign Ministry, Gosplan, and
other ministries and departments. Work, however, was apparently at a
preliminary stage; actual conversion was going on spontaneously2
stimulated by the cancellation surprises of military orders. 2
The new Supreme Soviet Defense Committee in early August discussed guidelines for a state conversion plan that the Congress of
People's Deputies had ordered the government to finalize by the end of
1969. This end-of-year due date for the plan became the formula
adopted by most commentators on the subject, as many defense industry enterprise managers struged to cope with their loss of military
orders.
The Ministry of Aviation Production's plants, design bureaus, and
research institutes have all experienced the effects of declining military
demand. In a survey of the Soviet aviation industry by the magazine
Aviaion Week & Space Technology, defense cutbacks were influencing
the future plans of all the establishments its journalists visited. With
the decline of military orders, the defense share of output of the
Zaporouhys aviation engine production association fell from 35 percent
I*Wamhip for Wa," Sowthaw Roub% March 23, 19M, p. 3 (FBIS-SOV-8-06
March 2, 1,
p. 84); emphass addd.

UnGoodi Inead of SbWl," Iwn.tr May 1,196, p.2 (2IS-SOV--M,May 5,
19M, p. 63).
1
M.w L hanyuk wDefews Conwvr.on, Bcomc Acmmtability," Kmwam
Zweds, im 29, I9, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV41-13. July 10, 190, p. 106).
"A. Ibswsov, wavms?
Cemsson! Conversin
awaw D G.at,Jul
12 IM, p. 11 (PBiS-SOV-I41, July 25, 1969, p. 100).
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in 1988 to 27-30 percent in 1988.28 In the formerly all-military Sukhoi
design bureau, four new civil designs are in progess. The goal is to

expand civil aircraft activities to 50 percent of the design bureau effort
General designer Mikhail Simonov has said that the shift isprompted

by substantial military spending cuts.2 In the Progress engine desg

bureau (previously headed by general designers Ivchenko and Lotarev),
the scaling back of military production has led to the recent decline in
the technical work force. 5 The exporting agency Aviaexport is
attempting to push civil aviation sales and consumer goods produced in
aviation plants to ameliorate the projected 20 percent reduction in primarily military aviation production in 1989.2 And in late 1989, G. I.
Zaiganov, the head of the premier Central Aero-hydrodynamic
Research Institute (TsAGI) was actively seeking joint ventures in the
United States, noting, -I have thousands of talented scientists,
engineers, mathematicians, and programmers, and unique types of
equipment such as hypersonic wind tunnels, that can be put to commercial aviation use. We can offer cheap, experienced brain power to a
world market."*2
This sequence of events indicates an accelerated pace of defense
industry involvement in civilian output since early 1988. Events began
to move faster than plans and enunciated policy, cancellations of
defense orders occurring in late 1988 and early 1989 seem to have
resulted from the defense expenditures reduction policy rather than

from the narrower INF treaty obligations, for which there was considerable planning lead time. Defense plants were being told of cancellations without the opportunity to plan or prepare for alternative outputs. Oleg I. Malyga, a missile design bureau designer with 32 years
experience, three special state awards, and 56 inventions to his credit
told about his dismay at the turn of events: "I was shaken by the
news-no one now needed what I had been doing all my life.28 I heard
about it at a very large meeting that I attended as an expert."
UsMotormwlm Ts* Skills of Severa Factore to Produce Powerplants," Aviation
WMee & Space T*rA, June 5, 19B, p. 50.
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THE NECESSITY OF CONVERSION PLANS
While the rapid sequence of conversion activities has overtaken the
system's capacity to produce clearly articulated plans, the main goals of
conversion have been stated repeatedly, and they amount to a substantial planned contribution by defense industry to civilian output in the
years to 1995. One of the main reasons for the necessity of specific
and detailed conversion plans is the lack of fungibility of budgets and
monetary resources. Simple reallocation of budgets is insufficient in
the Soviet economic system to assure the output of a new mix of products. Such a redirection must be explicitly planned and commanded by
the central authorities. This requirement was graphically described by
the chief designer and director of a defense industry institute:
In the absence of the ruble as a yardstick ... and with arbitrary
prices, it is impossible to simply take a ruble out of, say, tank production and increase (let us say) the pensions of retirees. The wages
that used to be paid to the workers at a tank plant will still have to
be paid to them. The funds actually freed up from outlays for the
metal of tanks consist
of entirely different rubles, which do not turn
29
directly into wages.

This point was reiterated by the chief designer of an aviation design
bureau: "We have thirty kinds of rubles-for wages, planned materials,
foreign goods, manufactured goods, profits, investment-and not one of
them can be substituted for another." m In the Ministry of Instrument
Making (Minpribor), khozraschet has given the enterprises the opportunity to earn money, but they cannot spend it at their own discretion.
Enterprises have R500 million under the mattress.... They have
their own economic "notes"-goals, indicators, normatives, incentives-governing the tunes they can play that lead production away
from the goals proclaimed in the decisions of high
party and state
31
agencies ... and the products the country needs.

Another barrier to defense industry enterprise autonomy in conversion activities is that organizations often do not possess all of the
necessary functions for independent behavior. Research institutes,
design bureaus, and production facilities specialize in their own narrow
range of activities. Integrated firms possessing the combined capabilities of such a Western company as Boeing do not exist. In recognition
29
Statement of Ye. O. Adamov, general designer and director of the Power Equipment
Institute, in "How to Beat Swords into Plowshares," Moskovekaya Prmvda, March 21,
1969, p. 1 (FBIS-SOV-89-069, April 12, 1989, p. 64).
°PenronUW communication, November 1989.
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of this problem of fragmentation and dispersal of functions, Party
Secretary Baklanov has announced the creation of large associations
and amalgamations of some defense enterprises in the Kuybyshev
region in preparation for the transition to khozrawchet 8s 2 However,
there is no additional evidence of how widespread this process is likely
to be.
But it is not just production and R&D that is fragmented- Investment is controlled by the ministry; supply has been organized by the
VPK, the State Planning Committee (Gosplan), and the State Committee for Supply (Goesnab); and demand is formulated by the armaments directorates of the armed services. Moreover, defense industry
organizations typically face monopoly suppliers of inputs and do not
possess the finance, credit, or organizational freedom to create new
suppliers or to recombine their own activities with other potential collaborators.
In the Soviet economy, still dominated by central planning and ministerial authority, defense industry managers see plans as essential; in
any event they have little experience in operating in the more fluid circumstances of market-like conditions. As expressed by an economist
attached to the Council of Ministers,
It must be said bluntly that most defense sector managers are not
ready for this yet (i.e., choosing a new configuration for their output
and position in the market for nonmilitary output). They have
become accustomed to regular, generous clients, and are unable to
analyze and forecast the market situation.... Therefore, a precise,
long-term program for the conversion of the military economy is
needed.is

This expert goes on to note that even though plans are needed, defense
enterprises will also have to engage in marketing and learn how to submit to market demands.
The planning process for conversion had been only partly carried
out by mid-1989, as Gosplan, the Ministry of Defense, the VPK,
defense production ministries, and other organizations grappled with
both the theory and practical realization of large-scale and speedy
conversion.
All parties do not fully accept the necessity for top-down planning of
conversion, however. "Some Soviet specialists" believe that the appropriate approach is for each enterprise to develop its own transition plan.
12TASS, September 14, 1989 (FBIS-SOV-89-180, September 19, 1989, p. 80).
33
Yu Yakovets, "This was Discussed at the Congras: Inverting the Pyramid,"
Sovetskaya Rosiya, June 23, 1989, p. 2, emphasis in original article (FBIS-SOV-89-127,
July 5, 1989, p. 75).

However, others (apparently the dominant school of thought) propose
that a national plan of conversion must be compiled first, taking into

account changs in dfense plans and doctrine, the resourcesthat would
be relsed, and the overall needs of the civilian economy. Only then
would the lower-level organizations be able to plan their own operations
in a satisfactory manner. Of course, the benefits of a planned economy

are expected to give the Soviet Union a special advantage in the creation
of "geat national programs, as the national plan of conversion must

be, "

A third voice in this debate asserts that the very notion of planning
conversion runs counter to Gorbachev's economic strategy.
The fact that at present, after the transition of virtually all enter-

prim to complete economic accountability and self-financing, we
have to talk about a plnned conversion of defense industry enterprise in itself testifies that the economic mechanisma are not working yet. ... Administrative steps should not be necessary in an
environment of efficiently operating state ordera.U
However, the move to economic accountability in the defense industrial sector appears to be moving slowly. Full transfer to khowuzchet
by all orgnizations is not to be attained until the beginning of the
next five year plan; the full instructions for implementing khozrashet
had not been issued by the end of 1989, and movement in this direction is apparently uneven across the different defense production ministries and hundreds of enterprises.N6
There is clearly a split in the preferences of defense industry managers
between autonomy and plans, with many individuals preferring independence under a reformed economic mechanism but choosing plans under
the existing system. A conference on conversion organized by the Ministry of Defense pointed up these conflicts. Many defense enterprise
leaders and specialists judged that "it would be expedient if there were no
centralized imposition of the full range of output for civilian purposes.
Labor collectives ought to be given greater powers to resolve these questions."' However, many enterprises actually producing according to their
own decisions ran into serious problems. A science-production association in the Ministry of Radio Industry lost millions of rubles "due to the
demolition of the economic management system [presumably from the
S4V. Chmmyshev, "COnvsrmvo The First Stepa" Trd, bruary 14, 19M, p. 3.
SMsawkgy. Pnavda, March 21, 1980.
XPenonl coumunicatio Novmber 1989.
m Zun, Jum
$7L Iveny k, "Dhms Convermion, Econom Acommtabillty," K5anu
29, 190, p.2 (FMBJS-8OV-6-lo0, July 10, 190, p. 105).
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transition to khozrachet] and the lack of a clear-cut concept of coMMr-

sion... Over a period of about 6 months, thousands of peopl found

themselves out of a job." 6 This conference also identified difficulties
associated with the monopoly position of suppliers, the absence of competition, and the dominance of the "cumbersome, cost-based militaryeconomic mechanism" in relations between industry and the Defense

Ministry.
With the stalled transition to wholesale trade called for in the earlier phases of economic perestroika, there is a natural desire to rely on
the traditional methods of planned supply. A department chief of the
Tatar Gosplan remarked, "It is necessary to take the production of
agricultural and processing equipment at defense complex enterprises
out of the decentralized order process. They should be granted state
orders, which provide material-technical resources." m
Full-scale planning for conversion seems to be the preferred method
of attacking the problem, but there have been complaints that this procme is taking too much time. The typical Soviet haste in stimulating
greater output can be seen in the evaluation of the conversion process.
Prime Minister Ryzhkov was already complaining of delays in October
198&
The only thing we are not satisfied with is that things are moving
here very slowly. Igor Sergeyvich [Beloov], time has been lostTime has been wasted on organizational iss. While you were
dividing up the factories, while ministers were sizing them up, getting
used to them,... time wasnmhing on, it was marching on inexora-

bly. Today we do not have time to spend years resolving these questions."*

In fact, though, many of the conversions are unplanned as enterprise
managers find themselves with cancelled military orders and unused
capacity. But planning don continue and forms the backdrop for the
main discussions on conversion. Indeed, one military expert in the
Ministry of Defense goes so far as to call for the adoption of national
conversion plans in all countries contemplating reduced defense expenditures. 'With the adoption by every interested party of a national
plan for conversion, it will subsequently be possible to coordinate such
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plans at an international level, and could make for the most effective
organization of this complex process."' 1
QUANTIFYING CONVERSION
Plans for defense industry call for the output of enterprises of the
"defense complex- designated for "peaceful purposes- to rise from the
present 40 percent to 50 percent by 1991 and to 60 percent by 1995.
We can decompose this growth in the share into two sources: the
announced reduction of approximately 20 percent of defense output
that will be transferred to civil purposes, and an additional growth in
civilian production capacity in defense industry. Under these assumptions, the plans would call for an absolute growth of civilian output of
10.3 percent annually over the 1989-1995 period, or by roughly 7 per4
cent annually over and above the gains flowing from conversion. 2
If the announced 20 percent arms reduction were only the first
round of a series of cuts, the civilian production goals would not
require the high rates of growth projected in the figures shown above.
But it is unlikely that defense output can actually be converted ruble
for ruble into civilian uses. Not only will additional investment be
needed, but the efficiency of conversion will probably be considerably
below 100 percent. Meeting the civilian output goals, therefore, will
require either greater cutbacks in defense or more rapid growth of
purely civilian capabilities in defense industry; consideration of the
present state of Soviet politics and the economy suggests that the
former is more likely than the latter, but also that the planned goals
will not be achieved.
In line with the typical Soviet method of identifying output by the
counting of things, VPK chairman Belousov noted that the comprehensive plan for the processing industry identified 4500 categories of new
agroindustrial equipment planned for development and production by
1995, including 3000 by defense industry enterprises. When these
plans have been fulfilled, defense industry enterprises will be responsible for R17.0 billion of processing equipment output, or almost half the
"1Ye. Serov, "Coordinated Interstate Actions in the Sphere of Conversion Proess

Should Have a Juridical Basis," Venyi Vestni, July 1989, No. 13, pp. 11-12 (JPRSUEA-8W-024-L,
September 12, 1989, p. 9).
2
4 f the present levels of output are indexed at 60 for defense and 40 for civilian, the

20 pereent reduction of defense output that in to be transferred to civilian usm would
enerate an index level of 48 for defense and 52 for civilian output by 1995. An addi-

tional gowth of the civilian portion of defenm industry of 20 index units to 72 by 1996,

while df&n

output remained constant at 48, would place eivilian output at the dsig-

nated 60 pereent shmre of total output.

R37.0 billion total volume of deliveries to the agroindustrial complex
In preparing to design and develop this quantity of new models, over
200 scientific research institutes and design bureaus in the defense sector have already initiated R&D activities.4
The 3500 types of equipment for which defense industry is responsible

constitute 36 broader groups of machine systems." The Minister of Aviation Industry, for example, was given responsibility for five such groups,
which include equipment for the processing of fruit and vegetables and
the production of starch, syrup, and pasta products; machines for the canning industry; and equipment for the bagging and packaging of dry, freeflowing prodcts. The Minister of Aviation Industry, A. S. Systov,
personally attested to the Council of Ministers that his ministry would
successfully implement production of the first modern, Soviet-made
macaroni production lines within a year.4
Between 1988 and 1995 (that is, within eight years), defense industry is being called on to increase its production of equipment for light
and food industry by 130 percent, or by 11 percent annually. This production will include 140 types of complex consumer durables, 1400 new
equipment categories, and "virtually the entire range of machine tools
and machines" that light industry requires." Indeed, it is claimed that
345 defense industry enterprises are already involved in the production
of equipment for the food and light industries and in 1989 will account
for more than one-fifth of such output.
Belousov noted that military plants had begun civilian production
programs in the late 1960s-a move initiated by General Secretary
Brezhnev-but that this process was accelerated in the last few years
Defense factories are now manufacturing 2000 categories of final consumer goods, including, in 1988, 10 million television sets, 95 percent of
Soviet-made refrigerators, 62 percent of washing machines, and 69 percent of vacuum cleaners.4 7 This list of final consumer goods is planned
to be expanded in number and in technical quality.
By the end of the current Five Year Plan on December 31, 1990, the
volume of consumer goods manufactured by defense industry is
planned to increase more than R4 billion over the 1988 level; this value
4"Tood& for the People Off the Military Production Line," Sottskqau Rosso
February 10, 1969.
44"A Peaceful Vocation for Defense Industry Plants," Izustiya January 3, 19m
pp. 1-2 (FBIS-SOV-09-003, January 6, 1969, p. 52).

*Moscow Television, October 19, 1968, p. 54.
46Sovetsa Rosm
February 10, 199.
'7Tbm figurse probably include the output of the 220 former M lsishchnmb
enterprises.
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is

IAbill=o over the original plan figure--an increase apparently
resulting from the new conversion initiatives.4
What do these current changes and plans amount to in tam of
dafense industry capacity and total resources? Defense industry has
always produced some supplies and products for civilian industry and
p
jut n civilian industry has supplied the military with
inputs
from raw materials to finished products. Brehnev gae
a boost to the dfense indiutry's involvement in helping to relieve civilian shortaega in the late 1960s and by 1971 could bout that 42 percent

of "defese industry output was then serving civilian purposes. However, it was never clear just what that 42 percent consisted oE The
best gusm was that it included only production (and not services) of

the Ministry of Defense Industry, just one of the nine defense production ministris.

Recent estimates by Blaine McCants draw on the detailed investigations of Julian Cooper on the civilian production of defense industry.'0 McCants notes that not all civilian output of the def&n sector
is in machinery output or in manufachured goods more pnealy. Construction and other services are also produced, as are non-machinery
manufactured goods such as furniture and china tableware. McCants

estimated sham of machinery types of output (producer durables and
consumer durables) for the period 1966 to 1986; for 19865, he also
accounted for the transfer of Minleishchmah and for the production
of nonmachimry goods. However, since many services and some consumer durables are not included in these estimates, they should be considered as minimum lower bounds.
McCants' calculations reveal a doubling of the civilian share of output
from 1965 to 1965, with estimates of the 1966 share varying around 40

percent, depending on output definition. In early 1989, Prime Minister
Ryzhkov claimed that 40 percent of the products manufactured by
defense industry were also nonmilitary items; these same figures have

now been mentioned repeatedly. Consideration of the Soviet statements
along with the McCant analysis sugg st.: the civilian machinery output
of defnse industry in 1988 was around 40 percent of defense industry's
machinery production; including consumer durables and other goods, and
conaruction and other services, would add another percent or so; and the
tranfer of MInl gqpishcmah raised the contribution by around 3 per-

cent. Altoether, then, total defense industry production of civilian
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output is around 40-45 percent of total outpuL Therefore, the current
drive begins with a substantial contribution to civilian purposes already
being made by defense industry.
The walls between defense and civilian industry that protected
dfense R&D and production from the deleterious effects of civilian
planning and management are now crumbling, and have been for the
past decade.
REDRAWING ORGANIZATIONAL BOUNDARIES
AND RESPONSIErHTIES
The present plane and policies of using defense industry to bolster

civilian production do not alter the fundamental orientation of the
Soviet economy. Conversion is a form of the classic Soviet approach to
economic growth through *extensive methods. On the fiet blooming
of the policy in 1987, the leadership was also indulging in an approach
that has characterized many past attempts at improvent: redistributing spoibilit and redrawing boundaries. Rather than allowing
autonomous units to coordinate and motivate economic behavior
through markets, the Soviet philosophy has been to use hierarchical,
administrative structures; if one organizational
e nt does not
work, the customary solution has been either to redraw boundaries to

include more operational units within a manager's authority or to
expand the number of functions under the existing organization. This
tendency has a long histor. If a plant cannot count on its suppliers,
then it produces its own inputs internally, if a ministry cannot coordinate affairs with other ministries, then it creates its own autarchic
capabilities; if production enterprises cannot deal with research intitute and design bureaus, than the government orgnizes, ScienceProduction Associations (NPOs); if Amdemy of Sciences institutes
cannot transfer research results to production ministries, then it
creats Inter-Branch Science and Technoloa Complexes (MNTKs);
and if defense industry managers and methods do not perform wol in
civilian industry, then the government trimsfe civilian production to
the defense sector. The redrawing of boundaries to inchle mor
activities under a unified managerial umbrella has at tiom ameliorsted
some of the systemic deficiencies of the Soviet economy, but it has not
alterd the main characteristics of the system and has created its own
unique set of probUms-orgnixational gigantiam, to name just one.

V. APPROACHES TO CONVERSION

The planned growth of civilian output in defense industry can be

accomphihed in several ways. through the transfer ofplants from civilian
industrial ministries to the defense complex; through the conversion of
entire defense plants to civilian output; and through the "reprofiling' of
plants that will also continue to produce defense products.
TRANSFER OF PLANTS TO DEFENSE INDUSTRY
The experience gained with manag ng the transfer of Minlegpishchmash enterprises to the defense complex has demonstrated the effects
of long-term neglect of light industry and of the real demands now
being imposed on the defense sector. Among the first things that
high-level defense managers discovered was that 60 percent of the
equipment at the transferred enterprises was worn out,1 and that only
about one-third of the planned output could actually be produced.
The Minister of Medium Machine Building, L. D. Ryabev, found it
necessary to go beyond simply continuing the past patterns of production of agroindustrial equipment. "We have taken upon ourselves the
tasks of providing technical servicing for all systems and we are now
setting up centers of that kind.- The ministry also began to deliver
equipment in final, assembled form instead of in knockdown kits, and
to adjust it prior to commissioning so that the finished product could
be handed over in turnkey condition. They found that this was necessary because "hitherto all of this was uncoordinated, things were not
supplied in complete sets," equipment was not properly phased in, and
"naturally there were considerable complaints2 and costs of production"
on the part of the buyers of the new equipment.
This same Ministry of Medium Machine Building, the production ministry responsible for nuclear weapons, was also forcefully introduced to
the vagaries of civilian planning. The ministry had introduced a design
for a small cheesemaking plant and received an order for 10 units signed
by the leadership of the State Agroindustrial Committee. Two weeks
'Prime Minater Ryrhkov commenting on VPK chairman Belouaov's report to the
Council of Miniters, Moscow Television, October 19, 198, p. 55.
2
lbi., p. 54.
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later came a request for 2300 systems of the same model, signed by the
same leader. "And of course now we are somewhat bewildred."8
Further transfer of entire light industry enterprises to the defense
complex will probably require considerable additions of real resources
to bring them up to planned levels of output. They will need investment goods, materials, and technical and design manpower, not to
speak of valuable managment attention. The chairman of the C4cil
of Ministers emphasized this point when he noted that the coulmy's
mighty defense complex, "which commands an enormous scientific,
technical, and production potential, can and must cope with this problemn" of the disbanded light industry. 4 Whether the accumulating
experience of working out the problems of the transferred light industry enterprises will encourage more such actions in the future remains
an open question.
TOTAL CONVERSION OF FORMER DEFENSE PLANTS
The total conversion of defense plants to civilian production is
another possible method of increasing civilian output. Although the
possibility has been widely discussed, implementation is almost invisible. In a discussion of the serious problems that would be created by
radical and rapid redesigning of production areas, technological
processes, and equipment, VPK chairman Belousov described an experiment in which several defense plants would become "models" or "test
sites" where conversion methods would be "broken in." However, the
experiment will only involve three plants, and only the plans for these
experimental units will be prepared in 1989, with the actual conversion
to take place later.' No other mention has been made of instances of
total conversion. The three designated plants were described in late
1989, their full conversion was then planned to he completed from 1990
to 1992.6 However several defense industry ministers have described
the reorientation of new factories that are under construction or that
are yet to be built. The total conversion of such plants offers greater
flexibility
than the reorientation of those that an literally set in con7
crete.
3
4

5

Ibid., p. 54.
Ibid., p. 52.

Sovebkoa Rou

February 10, 1969.

"Convnion-n Action," Pravitetuwenny Vetnik, No. 18, September 1989, pp. 1011 (FBIS-SOV-89-191, October 4, 1989, p. 104).
7Bfomwov interview, Ivatyo January 3, 1989. Also w 'Good Instead of Shela,"
Imieaeiy, May 1, 1969, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-69-06, May 5, 1969, p. 83).
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PARTIAL CONVEMON OR "REPROFL1NG"
The planned output of civilian goods in defense industry will have to

depend primarily on the partial diversion of capacity of existing plants
in addition to the transferred 220 M
entpiss and
the aperimental units dsiNgnated for tot conv ion. As indicated
above, many defense establihments ar already involved in civilian
output their activities will be expanded, and additional defense plants
will be drawn into this effort. In 1968, for example, 345 "munitions
factories had become involved in the production of equipment for light
and food industries.' New enterprises, either on the drawing boards or
just coming into a productive state, ware reoriented for the output of
civilian products, and 205 research institutes and design bureaus were
Igned to design equipment for the apoindustrial complex
The transfer of Minmishchash plants was also a means to
transfer responsibility for their product lines to defense industry

manager-and not only the existing product lines, but improved
models and products incorporating higher technological levels. It probably came as no surprise to knowledgeable Soviet industrialists, but the
decrepit state of the transferred industrial equipment, the poor training
of the labor force, and the laxity of quality control shocked the defense
managers. To meet the planned output of the disbanded ministry, the
defense production ministers found it necessary to bring in their own
plants, specialists, and desg bureaus.
Not only are existing resources being transferred and diverted to
civilian uso, but investment funds allocated to defense industry are

also being rechanneled. Much of this investment is in social construction for apartments, new plant, and equipment. Concern for the living

conditions of workers in the defense sector, especially those converting
to civilian output, has been a prominent topic in Party secretary
Baklanov's visits to defense plants and in Supreme Soviet discusuions.
For example, L. Ryabev, the Minister of Medium Machine Building
has dscribed the "lamentable state" of the units his ministry took
over. Since these enterprises had not been allocated any housing, the
first thing he did was to commission at least one new apartment block
for each enterprise during the first year of transfer. To the ten
transerred plants, he assigned 40 ministry enterprises to help ful

specific targets. The ministry is also planning to build "four or five

$VPK dakimm Belowuv dtment, nportd in TAW Febmeuy 22, i

sOV-4M p. 104).

(IMS-
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specialist plants for the production of dairy equipment" What are the
financing sources for all these efforts? Ryabev cites several sources:
retooling from the enterprises' own funds and centralized ministry
funds, Gosagroprom funds for new types of food processing equipment,
and the state budget for new construction. "But it is important to
stress," Ryabev said, that the USSR Ministry of Medium Machine10
Building will not obtain a single kopek in additional investment."
This statement presumably means that there are new sources and new
uses of investment funds, but that the aggregate amount remains
unchanged.
The important point to note about the reassigned responsibilities for
food processing equipment is that the policy is drawing on substantial
increments of resources from defense industry, and this was occurring
even before the Gorbachev announcemet of military expenditures
reductions. Interviews with ministers and other high-level officials of
most of the nine defense production ministries confirms and generalizes the observations made by Ryabev.
The winds that have been approprted for the Ministry of Radio
Industry in 1989 for building houses and sociocultural facilities will
be used for the personnel of the refrigeration equipment enterprises
to their fullest amount."
The Mmtry [of General Machine Building] has decided to increase
the financing of [retooling of transerred plants) by a factor of 2.5 to
the detriment of existing planned subject&1

Our main aim [in the Ministry of Defense Industry] is not just to
boost output of food industry machines but to improve their techniad standard and quality... This sector has been starved of modern
equipment ... Only one-fourth of the entire range of items
transferred to us last year was up to modern standards. ... We are
essentially creating a fundamentally new sector.... Dozens of our
plants, design bureaus, and technological institutes a already
involved in this work.... A special section for light industry
machine has been set up within the ministry's scientific and techmical c
l... The first thing that surprised us [about the
transferred ftcilities] was that a number of them plants did not have
any consumer facilities. No houing had been built for many years
and talented young people did not join them. Nor were there any
"'Goods to be Produced by Defens Industry Plants," zueslty,
p. 4 (FBIS-SO
S6-218, November 10, 198 p. 70).

November 9, 19S,

lPwl t ors for the APR,' Somkhnkmw Geta, No. 48 November 198, p. 4
(JPRs.UMA-804, Februay 13, 190. p. 50).
O"Defense Chawns Proesson, Soe!_d* ti s ay Indusb*%Febuary 7,19IM, p. 2
(FBI8-SOV-M0, Febnry 15, 190, p. 81).
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experimental production facilities.... We shared our resources and
13
best cadres with them.
Thus the Ministry of Medium Machine Building not only assumed
the responsibilities of the disbanded Minlegpishhmsh in producing
equipment for dairy plants, and took over these plants, but also
began to turn out such products at its best
enterprises. Even experi14
mental divisions joined such operations.
Of course, we cannot do without capital investment, (proclaimed the
First Deputy Minister of Machine Building). Some production units
are geared toward a specific product and cannot offer anything else.
They will have to be dismantled. The remaining walls and utilities
are not a bad basis for creating new capacities.... We are not particularly counting on the ministry's centralized funds. What is alocated to us is paid for many times over through the profits from sales
of consumer goods.... The development and manufacture of new
equipment involves 40 military plants and
5 20 science-production
associations, institutes, and design bureaus.'
Plants (of the dissolved ministry] were operating at a loss all around;
conditions there were difficult. Resources were promptly allocated
from the ministry's [of defense indutry] reserves, and a stabilization
of the industrial base was carried out.... We increased production
last year by 13 percent over the 1987 level, and 9 percent of that is
attributable to our defense industry.... Forty-eight of our enterprises, 40 scientific research institutes and construction bureaus were
involved.
A construction bureau was allotted for each type of equipe
ment.'
As these observations make clear, conversion requires substantial
diversions of defense industry resources to meet the responsibilities of the
transferred enterprises, over and above the resources required to carry out
the conversion arising from defense reductions. One of the more important of these resources is management attention and energy-from the
minister, to the enterprise directors, to department managers and specialists. This focus extends upward also-to the VPK and Party Secretariat.
The head of the VPK has been the chief spokesman on the conversion
issue and appears to have had responsibility for developing the conversion plans and perhaps even the comprehensive plan for agroindustrial
I&nstead of Missiles and Tanks," Pmvda, March 14, 1989, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-060,

March
16, 198, p. 89).
14

K Makulin, *How to Best Swords into Ploughshares, Moskomeya Pmuda March
21, 1989, pp. 1-2 (FBIS-SOV-80-069, April 12, 1989, p. 55).
"*Goods Insted of Shella,* Izatya, May 1, 198, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-096, May 5,
198, pp. 83-84).
"GV. Bykmdorov, 0On Peceful Conveyom," Sekhow Zhis, August 15, 1989, p. 2
(FBIS-SOV4-8-62, August 23, 1989, p. 100).
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processing equipment. Belousov's television appearances on behalf of
consumer goods place a political and public spotlight on the performance
of defense industry in satisfying these needs.

1.

VI. IMLEMENTING CONVERSION

THE SPECIAL ADVANTAGES OF DEFENSE INDUSTRY
Soviet defense industry has benefited from its past privileges. It
possesses a large and technologically progressive capital stock; a welltrained and experienced labor force oriented toward the production of
high quality goods; managers able to deal with complex R&D and production tasks; and the technical support of research institutes, design
bureaus, test facilities, and pilot-plant production capabilities. It
disposes of a tightly woven system of supply, created to support the
concrete requirements of well-specified end items. It has developed a
set of routines and a design philosophy or culture over the past 60
years that is consistent with the planned economy of the Soviet Union,
and that effectively, but not always efficiently, deals with its systemic

shortcomings.
All of the above can be converted to civilian use, including the
weapon development routines learned from the experience of war and
technological revolution. For example, a research institute director in
the Ministry of Machine Building described how he used standard
weapon acquisition methods in new civilian applications:
It is necessary to carry over the principles for the organization of
work In our branch, we have developed quite particular approaches
to the introduction of technologies.... We have an efficient, clearly
thought out system of design and technological processing of new
machines, including the early stages, before the working documentation is issued. We have been convinced that any changes made in
later stages are detrimental.1
In addition to resources and routines, defense industry also disposes
of a most important resource that is in short supply: authority. It has
been delegated the political and organizational powers of the Party and
the VPK in policing, coordinating, and managin the priority granted
to defense production.
However, resources, privilege, and priority do not guarantee success
in converting to civilian production. One cynical observer summed up
a great deal of Soviet economic experience with his own evaluation of
high priority projects in the transportation industry-the automobile
and truck ventures promoted by Brezhnev. "You cannot obtain good
lDfehs Changes Profsio " Soaia/iticaeakaya Induatriyo, February 7, 1989, p. 2
(FBI-.80V-M4060, February 15, 198, p. 81).
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products without excellent machine tools, but the experience of VAZ
and KAMAZ, which have mainly imported equipment, shows that we
have learned quite well how to produce poor products with excellent
equipment."2 Even with priority and good equipment, the constraints
and incentives of the broader economic system can interfere with and
impede effective production and efficient processes.
DEFENSE PRODUCTION INEFFICIENCY
The defense production complex possesses two other "resources"
that may be available for conversion to civilian use: excess capacity
and inefficiency. Excess capacity exists by design-for mobilization
purposes--and by inadvertence. Because of the priority of defense,
resources have flowed to defense production, often beyond reasonable
needs; the political leadership is now trying to recapture these reserves.
The new openness surrounding defense matters has shed light on the
detailed practices of the industry, suggesting a level of bloated inefficiency that combines the systemic disincentives of the civilian sector, the
monopsony power of the military customers, and the priority supply of
production resources. One analyst, apparently a specialist within the
defense production complex, claims that labor and capital productivity
and energy efficiency in the defense branches correspond on the average
to the indicators of the economy in general.3 According to Isayev, the
growth of defense industry was controlled by the system of goal-oriented
program planning in which price played a secondary role in the allocation
of orders and resources. He argues that despite the better technological
level of equipment, higher skills of personnel, and scientific potential of
the defense complex, the type of production relations that have developed
there and the absence of efficiency-promoting incentives are behind the
poor utilization of productive forces.
Since the 1930s, the production of military hardware has been
managed through the formation of so-called "pyramid structures," the
apex of which is the output of a specific article, with the rest of the
pyramid encompassing the enterprises supplying the materials and
subassemblies.4 All the enterprises in the structure are rigidly linked
together in a manner that guarantees the supply of inputs required at all
28. Yelekoyev, -rhe Last Trump," SotinuiticheshDya IndustriyA, January 28, 1969,
p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-021, February 2, 19689, p. 80).
3
A. ayev, "Reform and the Defense Branches," Kommunait, March 1989, p. 25.
*The pyramid structure is described by Yu. S. Valkov, "The Last Trump Card," Sotsiaiticheskaya Induatriya, November 13, 198, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-88-233, December 5,
1968, p. 123).
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levels of production and assembly. Each type of military hardware
possesses its own pyramid.5 "With no thought of the expense, unique
equipment was created for them."6 However effective this approach may
have been for producing complex, technologically advanced products in
an economic system bedeviled by supply uncertainties, "it is a rigid,
inflexible process with little unplanned excess capacity."' Nevertheless,
the author of this article, a head designer at a large defense enterprise,
believes that it is possible to carve out of the various defense pyramids a
new pyramid devoted to the production of machine tools for civilian products. However, other experts with experience in the defense sector believe
that will be very difficult.8 Even if it were possible to carve out specialized
sectors, they say, the endemic problems of the Soviet economy would
eventually cripple any such effort. The Soviet space program was able to
achieve a successful, coordinated, scientific-production goal, but it was
under the principle of "'victory at any cost,' which is unacceptable for
widespread application."'
The principal charge of inefficiency against defense production is an
allegation of a pure "cost-plus" approach to procurement.10 Although
stated in different ways, the interpretation is clear.
Reoriented to the civilian market, they will have to give up the principle, "end results at any cost," which is natural for several railitary
sectors."

Defense workers always achieve
the necessary result because the
12
state does not limit the cost.
Unfortunately, we have seen that an expense-oriented mechanism in
the hands of the military carries the danger of an explosion for the
economy. 13
5
Goal-oriented programs and their supply pyramids are managed by the VPK through
the *VPK decision" issued for each program, covering participants, tasks, funding, and
schedules.
%lbid.
7
lbid.
1S. Yelekoyev, -The Last Trump," SotsialitichesAaya Industriy. January 28, 1989,
p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-021, February 2, 1989, p. 81).
1bid.
10
This phenomenon was noted in Arthur J. Alexander, Deciazonmoking in Soviet
Wepon Pocurement, Adelphi Paper 147-148, International Institute for Strategic Studis, London, Winter 1978-1979, p. 22 and Note 148, p. 60.
I V. Chernyshev, TASS, February 2, 1989 (JPRS-UMS-003, February 13, 1989, p. 60).
a"Defimae Changes Profession," SotoiaticheskayaIndustriya, February 7, 199, p. 2
(FBIS-SOV-89-030, February 15, 1969, p. 80).
IUHow to Beat Swords into Ploughshares," Moskovaoaya Pnvda, March 21, 1989,
p. 1 (FBIS-SOV-89-069, April 12, 1989, p. 53).
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They harp on the fiat of the defense industry producer everywhere.
This is stranw to us. What we are familiar with is the fiat of the
customer. We make what they tell us to make.14
There is a principle at work here: we need only victory, and we shall
achieve it at any cost! This is unacceptable for widespread application.... The high quality assemblies... are achieved at the price of
immense expenditures and strict military acceptance practices. The
rank 1and file consumers would simply not be in a position to buy
them. 5
Under the orientation toward a civilian market, the personnel of the
defense industries will also have to reject the principle, "the end justifies any means," so typical for a number of military products. And
this will take a serious restructuring not only of technology, but of
control over production and the market."
The cost-plus acquisition principle indicates an absence of costconsciousness on the part of the buyer-at least at the detailed part
and project level. Such an attitude would be encouraged, or at least
not punished, by free-flowing resources to a high priority sector. Moreover, procurement accounts-including overruns, shortfalls, and
deficits--do not fall under the Defense Ministry's direct cognizance at
all. (The budgeting process is covered more fully in Sec. VIII.) Once
plans and prices are approved, the Finance Ministry establishes bank
accounts for the production ministries from which enterprises are subsequently paid upon delivery of planned items. There are thus scarcely
any financial ties between buyer and seller.
Our understanding of Soviet weapon acquisition practices suggests
that in the systems requirements process and in design, the consequences
of calling for advanced technology and complexity-high production and
maintenance costs, low reliability, lengthy development schedules-are
well known to the higher level decisionmakers; they attempt to avoid the
consequences to the extent open to them, given their doctrine and threat
environment, by calling for fairly simple and less advanced designs. 17
However, when such choices are barred to them, as they increasingly
seem to be, defense procurement follows the "end results at any cost" process described by knowledgeable participants; even when the classical
14Ibid.

1s. Yelekoyev, "The Last Trump," Sotsiaitichesakoya inustri, January 28, 1989,
p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-021, February 2,1980, p. 80).
I6V. Chernyshev, "Conversion: The First Steps," Td, February 14, 1989, p. 3
(JPRS-UMA-9-006,
March 6, 1980, p. 48).
'7lzplaining the Soviet Union's seemingly low defense budget, General Staff Chief,
General Moieyev, pointed to a "military-technical policy aimed at creating cheap, asym-

metric arms" The USSR Defense Budgt," Pmida, June 11, 1989, p. 5 (FBIS-89-111,
June 12, 1909, p. 74).
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Soviet weapons design approach is followed, the budgeting and cost
incentives lead to excess capacity and considerable hidden reserves.
Even with free-flowing resources and a cost-plus mentality, the
Soviet defense complex is still part of the Soviet economy and shares
many of the same problems. Yu. S. Valkov, a retired chief designer at
a defense plant, has decrbed many practices he observed that would
be quite familiar to a civilian manager. He related how a chief
engineer obtained supplies "by fair means or foul" to properly equip
the workshops and was issued with 18 ministerial reprimands in one
year for his heroic efforts. Valkov complained that all attention was
focused on producing basic combat equipment, with everything else left
to languish. He mentioned the seven years it took to place a screwcutting lathe into production,18 and "God forbid that you invent something new and have to introduce it. It's more trouble than its worth.
Imitations of1 foreign innovations began to enter the system-it was
left trouble.' '
We are left with the question of whether the financial separation
between military buyer and producer, excesses of the cost-plus
approach, and other inefficiencies emanating from the incentive system
can be squeezed to free up resources for civilian output, and whether
defense enterprises can escape their cost-plus methods but still utilize
their conservative design ethic to produce efficiently for the civilian
market. The simple expedient of cutting defense procurement budgets
may induce greater cost consciousness of the buyer and producer alike,
depending on how it is implemented. But industry insiders such as
Isayev and Valkov identify profit orientation and competition as necessary conditions for peater efficiency. With the introduction of
khoviehet in the beginning of 1989, the defense customer will face
greater pressure to pay the full cost of production, formerly often
buried in state subsidies and bank loans that covered enterprise losses
resulting from monopeonist pressured low prices and inefficient production. When confronted with the fMil -costs of its demands under a
regime of tighter budgets, the military may take a second look at its
requirements. But if prices simply rise to cover the full costs of production, the discipline of khorawchet will be negated.
Even if khozvahet is fully implemented, the continuing multiple
restrictions on enterprise behavior will cause dimished incentives for
internal efficiency. For one thing, the growing complexity of
8
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restrictions will diffuse the already complex profitability calculations.
The policy intent has been to decentralize decisionmaking, reduce

mandated managment reporting and eliminate "petty tutelage," but
the reverse appears to be the cam.
A second possible element of reform-retructuring of defense industry
to increase competition-is not a likely prospect at present, although

Isayev describes some experiments in which existing entOrprises are being
transformed into autonomous cooperatives able to set their own wags
and work rules, and not under any ministerial authority. Two coopera-

tives have also been mentioned in the Machine Building Ministry,
attached to a production association, one specializhs in trade with China,
and the second (named Ehperimen) "creates new materials." 0 Such
experiments, though, are unlikely to be generalized into an industry-wide

policy any time soon.
In the meantime, defense industry will continue to do what it knows
how to do in its civilian production and do it with diverted resources
and resources set free by defense procurement reductions, rather than
with the fruits of greater efficiency.
DEFENSE INDUSTRY PROSPECTS IN
CIVILIAN PRODUCTION
The Realities of the Civilian Economy
The strengths of the defense complex derive from its privileged status.
These strengths will be available for civilian purposes, at least for a
period, but they are wasting assets. Their continued contribution will
depend on their maintenance and sustenance. In addition, as defense
industry enters the civilian sphere more broadly, it will confront all the

imp.ients faced by the disbanded ministry it absorbe& low priority,

unce-tain supplies, inconsistent plans, misplaced incentives.
Among the first rude facts of life faced by enterprises converting to
civilian production were the supply problems endemic in the Soviet
economy. As one article noted, "When getting involved in civilian production, the defense evtirprises will have to encounter the elements of
the planned market, fi - i which nobody has ever emerged unscathed.'2

The Minister of Defense Industry warns:
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The conduct of our associatme from the civilian industry and local
organs of territorial management once again prompts caution. ...
There are holdups in our supply of electric motors. The shortage of
progressive packing materials, which should be provided by enterprises in the chemical and light industry branches, also impedes
thinge.U
A military observer foresees, "With conversion to civilian production,...
they will lose the priority right to receive financial and material resources
at short notice."2
One solution to these problems is the classical Soviet organizational
response to uncertainties imposed by suppliers--to supply as much as
possible oneself or under one's direct control. Of course, this rational
response to supply uncertainty has been condemned since the beginning of Soviet centralized planning as inefficient because it does not
allow scale economies and specialization. The director of a Ministry of
Machine Building association described his own approach to the supply
problem:
To be honest, I would never try to assimilate an article for which I
do not have everything necessary at my disposal. Take, for instance,
water-based emulsion paint. This item requires eight components,
and we obtain them all through direct links. Therefore we are boldly
incorporating an additional R2 million worth in the context of
conversion.... We required subassemblies that are not produced in
our country. Buying them abroad means wasting time and spending
foreign currency. We had neither, so we made the subassemblies
ourselves,
without (please note) raising any questions with the minis24
try.
A deputy minister of Machine Building summed up the experiences of
defense industry managers:
When we embarked on the path of conversion, something struck us
immediately. The machine tool builders often supply the wrong
thing for the implmentation of specific tasks. Even before, the supplying branches used to let us down, but now the difficulties are even
more acute.... Out of an order of 5000 items of equipment, Goeplan
has allocated only 2700 for 1990. Many things are not produced in
our country at all. So we will have to set up our own machine tool

tuilding.o5

"Imistead of Misils and Tanks," Pravda, March 14, 1969, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-060,
March 16, 1969, p. 89).
"Chmmryev, TAS, 1969 (JPR8-UMS.O, Febuary 13, 196, p. 60).
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I had an uncle in the wholesale and mply business who said, "ro
be a good mlesman, you need a smart buyer.' A universal complaint of

the Soviet defense producers is that-unlike the militay bue-4hir
civilihn customeurs do not know what they want. The deuty minister
of Machine Building complained: "Something ebe alo CUm coucern
leaders of the a Winustrial complex have no clear idea of their own
equirm nts--what kind of equiment is needed, wheo and in what
qunti.% "This view was repeated with concrete detail by the deputy
chief of the Main Scientiflc and Technical Directorat of the Ministry
of Radio Industy
By 190 we must produoe 1000 feet freezing systems Unfzortuately,
this work is being obstructed by Gosapoprom, which-one would
think-should be very intesed. in mch esqament, but which so far
has not evenmsmittsd technical e-'eations not to mention

engineering dowumeaatationV

Late demands, incomplete specification, and wildly erratic quantities
are other complaints leveled against civilian customers. Thus, a
c
e
of the defense supply-demand relationship that has
helped it to perform satifactorily-having direct relations with a
knowledgeable and demanding customer-is often denied to the supplier of civilian equipment, with deleterious consquencs
Defews Iduutry Wages and Labor Quality
Wages and labor relations in defense industry present a mixed pic-

ture, with some Soviet analysts and managers describing highly pod
workers

*

with many additional

privileges, whereas

others portray

equivalent pay and working conditions in defense and civilian jobs.
Evidently, the situation is not uniform. Nevertheless, since mid-1969,
high-level managers and political represntatives have made a point of
enunciating a conversion labor policy in which defense workers would
not suffer from a transfer to civilian production. Leading this effort

has been the Military Industrial Commission, supported

and

encouraged by the Party's defense department and the new legislature.

In his June 1989 acceptance swech to the Supreme Soviet following
his renomination, VPK head Belousov declared that a major point of his
propam would be "to not permit any tension in social quetions at enterprises where the partial conversion of military production will take
"Itshipeo.,

(JPS-UMA-00-0,

1w the A*PK,m Enh

Februa 13,I, p.50).
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No.4, Novembur 198, p. 4
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place.' t Thmn in a Jul lOSS interview, he *ladthe problem of "social
issuse at tu -w leviel as the solution of prodio problems. "It will
be secey to implesmt inue to reslve sooda issues linked with
retrainugopeciAlit and the iananeo slary levels" Later in the
yeaw, a VPK dspitmet chie said that N"aitonal fwsde must be found
entipse.that have msbabd on conversion bring this up in a frak
mauer. N wage.
xf
ae not maintained, he claims enterprises will bee
valued workers. Fom these reasons, the VPK is also sponsoringjob, placement and retraining programs.
This VPK view is consistent with the policy preferences "preeed
byv deputies Of the Suprme Soviet defense committee, who stressed the
importance of "effecting conversion in a way that will not worsen the
material position of personnel working in defense industry.-' 1
Party wsertary Baklanov has made the social and workig conditows of defense idustry a central point of his many visits around the
country. Baklanov has been campainin to stimulate local solutions
to workers' demands rather than having enterprise rely on central
programs. Housing, schools,
egrtn,
--- and consumer goods have
been the focus of his attention, even mioe than defense Production
itself. -Main attention during the party Central Committee secretary's
meetings with the Volga people was devoted to eradicating this
dangerous distortion-the serious and ingrained bakadesof the
social and consumer conditions in which the aircraft builers [and
other workers] lived and worked."" Part of this effort is the contribution of defense plants toward production of consumer goods for their
own ins and for regional distribution. The party secretary has
emphasised that conversion itself can go a long way toward improving
the converted workers lives.
As noted above, the wages and working conditions of defense workon appear to be quite varied. For example, in the Ministry of Medium
Machine Building, "It iseay for machne builders, to switch Paerm and
as far as remuneration for labor, workers of a military plant did not
%uw 9Dom,

,Mos Domils Ra&l Bowus Jun W51M6 (1Si-SOV4WeI24,

Jim 3, Inke V "7).
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have any advantages t alLU In a round-table discussion with three
defense industry managers, an interviewer took pains to undermine the
common notion of higher defense ag:
Under the influence of movies and &certain kind of literature, many

people have developed the impression that worker and einpoyess of
dee6 industry enterprises rake in financial and social beneft
using the shroud of secrecy and the lack of public contsol. Don't
laugh. This ua serius issue. How truesis it? Is the fear of losing
privilege going to he an obstacle to convsrsion?w

The managers thoroughly agred with the implication of the question,
that defense industry wages were not higher, saying that the average

montbl salaries at their enterprises in Moscow, were only 228 rubles,
220 rubles, and 224 rubiles. Concerning social benefits, one said:
"Everything was sunk into machinery, production, goods, and the
human, factor was not taken into ,cmt...
It is the customer who
had unrestricted credit lines-our budgets were tight. Khozraschet and
conversion will help our collectives to better solve social problems and
retain personnel."ie
An economist noted that for ordinary workers, technical personnel,
and scientists of defense enterprises,
conversion doss not contribute a particular threat. Practically all the
advantages in pay, social privleges, and so forth, which they had
10-15 years ago, hav, in effec disappeared. The average level of
pay at Mosow defense plants in machine building is now practically
equal to the avernge level of this branch of industry, approximately
230 rubles per month."6
Not only has the advatatge accrung to defense workers vanished, but
certain dsdatgshave rien in relative importance. The negative
spects of work in the defense complex include *the system of secrecy,
strict discipline, and tough control over product quality.

A. 8. Isayev, who was quoted earlier on defense intry inefficiency,
also described the equalization of wage rates, which in the past wer
subtantially higher in the defense sector. The higher responsiblity of
defense workers for quality work without cmpenating wages and the
nV Rominyuk OMoinly Chas the Prpain, Iaua.e April 2, 1969. p. 2
(F34ZO80-07 April A51969, p.85).
"ism to %As
lte Plougbdharss MAtbawkqe Pmido6 March 21, 1969,
is
V.I (3US.V -49, Apri 12,11I9, p.53).
WA.IWmqr, Cawurimal Comeriga Coaqsrsdo...
12,13IM p. 11 (fW1-SOV-W141. July 251369 p. 101).
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lure of cooperatives were causing a steady outflow of skilled workers
from defense enterprises.',
Not everyone apres with these assessments of equalization of
defense and nondefense wages. A department chief of the Tatar Gosplan spoke of the difficulties experienced by defense industry workers
in the process of conversion.
It is extraordinarily difficult.., to alter the psychology of people
working for the Army and receiving wages 1-1/2 to 2 times higher
than those of their colleagues in the regular branches, along with
various other benfit&... Many industries have to think first and
foremost how to keep, and not lose, qualified workerMs
An economist writing in Pravda confirms the existence of this problem:
"Once high technology defense plants start producing consumer goods,
they start losing their skilled work force."' And according to a deputy
minister of defense industry, after conversion plans were adopted to
produce new types of equipment, "from the workers we get letters
signed by the committees of labor
collectives and worker delegations:
41
We will not do it; it is difficult."
This selection of statements suggests that high defense industry
wages and other benefits are not universal; still, on the average, they
are almost certainly higher than in light industry. Nevertheless, the
differentials appear to be narrowing and may not be as effective as in
the past in attracting and keeping labor in defense enterprises, especially with the much greater opportunities to be found in the cooperative sector.
In the mid-1970e, we began to hear comments that better qualified
technical people were avoiding defense industry because the constraints
imposed by secrecy, travel restrictions, and inability to publish in
scientific and technical journals were not sufficiently compensated by
wages and nonpecuniary income. As housing and other elements of living standards improved, and as moonlighting opportunities and now
the cooperative movement raised incomes elsewhere, the higher wages,
bonuses, and benefits of defense industry looked less attractive.
Although this phenomenon was being discussed in the early 1970s, it
mA. IMysv, IeM

and the Defense Branche," KommWuia

March 19M,

p. 14

(JPRS-UKW-9-011, June 13, 1960, p. 14).
D. Bikov, "Swords Into Poughuh
How the Defm Branches Are Makinmg the
Transtion to Peoacfl Production," 8& qv Zhiz August 1, 1969, P 2 (FBIS-SOV-W
156, Augt 14, 1980, p. 116).
4A. Kbs,, OIf Pemce W
to Break OAt... Refltetions on Dbum ent EconomiWe,"41Pmmd, OSpeAudr 13, 190, p. 4 (FBIS-BOV-60-10, September 19, 1969, p. 1).
V. By adio,
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did not seem to be important enough to be other than something to be

tracked in the future.4 The future has now arrived. If civilian production in defense plants reduces either worker morale or income, the outflow of labor could be expected to increase. This outcome was
described as already occurring by the head of the aviation ministry:.
We have already come up against a number of serious difficulties,
and I consider the cadre issue to be paramount among them. It
appears that a transition from most complex production to simple
articles also has a painful effect on people's interest and pride. An
outflow of skilled cadres has begun in places, with some of them
going to coopestive.0
This is perhaps an important reason behind Belousov's emphasis on
the social welfare of defense workers.

There now appears to be a general acceptance by managers within
defense industry that measures must be taken to maintain worker
morale and stem the outflow of an experienced work force. As a leading aviation designer told me, "Our best people are going to cooperatives, not the ones we would like to get rid of." Evidently defense
industry managers are expecting central government solutions to this
problem. This view is implicit in the statement of the Minister of
Shipbuilding: "It is only natural that economic normatives would be
changed accordingly as a result of radical changes in production programs.'
However, party secretary Baklanov's attempts to stimulate
enterprises' own efforts may be an indicator that central solutions will
not be forthcoming, and that it will be necessary for defense managers
to solve their conversion problems through local initiatives. If so, this
policy will require a radical reorientation in the approach of defense
industry managers who have been protected from the many problems
of the Soviet economic system.
Enterprise Incentives
Soviet defense industrial organizations-from research institutes to
series production plants-were financed (until 1989) from the state
budget. These organizations did not depend on sales or profits to cover
the costs of their activities or their investments. However, they could
earn profits-the difference between their financial remuneration
"Arthur J. Alizander, DecisonmakV in Sowiet Weapons Pmcurement, Adephi
Paper 147-148, IIS, London, Winter 1978-1979, p. 22 and Note 146, p. 60.

ft Grishcbwiko, onvenion An is View," Ek nomkhessktaG
Ma 1M9,p. 15 (FBIS-SOV-B-100, May 25, 19, p. 85).
"I1bid.
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the budge. Any lesswould be maeup f planned budget expenditures (for *iplanned lose enterprises) or from bank loans. Sales,
Trevenues, and profits were not of ior concern to defsee managers;
I somehow their needs would be covered and, on the average, thywere
coveed quite well
This picture began to change in 1989 as deftee enterprises initiated
a transfer to a profitability standawt full economic accounting and
sel-fiancngor khovute Although this transfer is not planned to
be completed until the end of 199, the relative profitabilt of civilian
vermn defense sales is becoming a key motivating factor. in the past
the custoer could impose low profit rates and often call for a price
that would not even covor costs. This was acceptable to an enterprise
director who did not care about the source of his revenues, but with the
introduction of a profit-based accounting system, these past practices
are being challenged, and relative profitability is in a state of flux.
Under hhoaasce large profits can dfirectly benefit an enterprise and
its personnel, althugh the many continuing. restraints on enterprise
autonomy severely limit the value of ruble profits. Nevertheless, it is
asociation in the Miisry of Machine Building, profitabilit of consumer gpods is 21-22 percent, whereas in defense output, 4profits are
much knrer."46 In Medium Machine Building, a reporter comments:~
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that does not allow for the profitability of production; end, he adds,
"Today, this occurs quite often."4
On the other side of the picture, many defense enterprises have
moved into civilian production with some trepidstion. VPK chairman
Belousov noted refusals of defense enterprises to conclude contracts,
long delays in starting production, and lap in the assimilation of new
types of pwodut * An economist described the response to conversion

in dismal tern "So far, civilian production has been accpt

by the

country's military-industrial complex as secondary, imposed, and temporary. ° Defese managers themselves cite a long list of reasons, in
addition to thoe. discussed above, for their reluctance to move into
civilian work the barriers erected by secrecy, the possible decline of
worker attitudes toward quality in their main defense lines as they
adapt to civilian norms, and the disincentives of price setting procedures for new products. The director of the Molniya machine building plant summarized his frustrations by reeling off a list of obstacles
facing enterprises contemplating conversion:
Sooner or later the enterprise will encounter problems characteristic
of civilian indusrs. They an already beoming apparent, first of
all in the unsettled price-setting.... The infamous goss production
indicator, epense orientation, and difficulties in mater.al-technical
supply stand in the way. Material deliverie are made through priority procedures when defense products are manufactured. Now supply

problems will arise as is customary for "civilians."M

We are already seeing complaints of the high costs of civilian goods
produced by defense industry. After only six months of involvement in
food processing equipment, the State Committee for Prices was
requested to analyze sharp price increases on a long list of items.U
Some early loom from conversion were to be expected, as it took
time to master new production lines and different products. The
Soviet political-economic system, however, in its traditional appeal to
"haste, demands everything at once--conversion, investment, output,
profits. As a result, a transition period to properly prepare for major
disruptive change and the provision of capital to finance such change
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have been made available only with great reluctance. The financial
incentives for conversion have therefore tended to be rather negative.
The Moiniya plant of the Medium Machine Building Ministry found
that it was losing money on its conversion to dairy equipment production."4 One problem was that the planned increase in wholesale trade
had not taken place, and the provision of supplies was fitful. Direct
contracting with other plants must often deal with the market power of
monopoly suppliers who can charge exorbitant prices. Hard currency
is not available for foreign purchases, and comprehensive plans have
not been concluded for domestic production. The manager of the
Khrunichev aviation plant who described these supply problems called
for a VPK-like civilian organization-a "special center that will be
engaged in economic relations between defense and civilian plants."55
The Khrunichev manager also revealed that although high-level policymakers "charged us not to forget about the needs of the people, still
everyone secretly understood that they are not the main thing for
defense industry interests."" This sentiment has found echoes
throughout the defense industrial sector. In Belorussia, certain defense
industry leaders "regard consumer goods as something secondary."57
An analyst from an Academy of Sciences research institute opines that
"civilian production will never have priority n defense enterprises that
remain within the framework of the military complex.... Can we say
that the quality of refrigerators, television sets, washing machines, and
vacuum cleaners produced in military plants satisfies us?"58 This sentiment was reinforced by Party secretary Baklanov: "We should not
delude ourselves here. We must always remember that we are responsible for defense above all."59
Since civilian production requires the tireless pursuit for supplies, the
identification of users and their demands, and some control over cost, it is
not surprising that defense industrial managers prefer the more secure
UThe state budget for 1990 allocates R4 billion for conversion purposes. "On the
USSR State Budget for 1990 and the Implementation of the 1988 Budget," Izvatiy
September 27, 199, pp. 4-6 (FBIS-SOV-89-187, September 28, 1969, p. 39).
"V. Rommayuk "Molnya Changes the Program," Izeusti,
Apri 2, 1969, p. 2
(FBIS-SOV-89-073, April 18, 1989, p. 86).
5M. Zekharchuk, "The Poet Office Box: A View from Inside," Sotlticheskaya
Induesbt
May 23, 1989, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-107, June 6, 1969, p. 53).
" 6Ibid.
67V. Khodoeovsliy, "Goods for the People," Sovetshza Belo ua, April 19, 1989,
p. 25 (JPRS-UMA-89-016, June 27, 1969, p. 40).
6A Isyumov, Lteraftwna GawtA July 12, 1989, p. 11 (FBIS-SOV4-141, July 25,
1969, p. 100).
ssVremy" newscast, Moscow Television Service, July 27, 1989 (FBIS-SOV-89-144,
July 28, 199, p. 106).
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world of defense orders, even if these are more demanding in some dimensions. This attitude was summed up in a journalistic investigation of the
defense production ministries' response to conversion:
Increasing the volume of production of consumer goods holds no
promise for the managers of defense industry plants. They receive
their salary by virtue of their main products [i.e. military output],
and they are primarily responsible for them.... They still prefer to
ask and wait, when you now have to search and run ahead of yourselLse
In explanation of this situation, a shipbuilding executive referred to the
habits engendered by defense procedures: "Allocation reigns here.
This circumstance has spoiled us, and it has, putting it bluntly, altogether corrupted our trade."61 A representative from the Ministry of
Trade confirmed these attitudes when he complained of his fruitless
attempts to get representative products for a trade show: "We have
been chasing representatives of industry for weeks now. We have been
unable to drag them to the fair even with the help of ministers."0 2 The
chief engineer of a Department of Consumer Goods (note the creation
of this new directorate) in the Ministry of General Machine Building
responded to the plaintive cries of the Trade Ministry with his own
confession of impotence: "The plants have become out of line. They
are out of control now. There has been no response to all our calls and
telegams."e
A customary Soviet approach to such situations is through agitprop
and campaigns. The frequent trips and public appearances of Baklanov and Belousov are a visible part of this effort. The attempt to
inculcate new values through repetition and rhetorical emphasis is a
campaign technique now being applied for the benefit of conversion.
The voices of past campaigns echo through a speech of Politburo
member Ligachev:
The leaders of all defense complex ministries have not been equally
responsible and party-minded in their approach to fulfilling the party
Central Committee and government decisions on creating a modern
food industry.... We believe that the ministries will draw the
correct decision from the criticism. It is time now to inculcate in
defense industry collectives a respect for output intended for citizens
at large. 64
°I. Klimenko, "Defense on the Defensive," Sotsialisticheskaya Industriya, September
21, 1989,
p. 2 (FBIS-SOV-89-191, October 4, 1989, p. 103).
61IbidL
62
lbid.
*31hid.
w"Conference at the CPSU Central Committee," Pravda, July 3, 1969, p. 1 (FBISSOV-89-127, July 5, 1989, p. 80).

VII. CONSEQUENCES OF CONVERSION FOR
CIVILIAN PRODUCTION

THE CONVERSION CAMPAIGN
The Military Industrial Commission, in October 1989, evaluated the
defense industries' contribution to the agroindustrial complex. VPK
head Belousov summarized developments by noting that -the defense
complex's attempted marriage with science and practical needs is turning sour."1 This gloomy evaluation of the first two years of conversion
experience was both predictable and inevitable, given the initial high
expectations and the absence of any other real change in the Soviet
economy.
The one clear political focus of conversion is the turning away from
defense and industrial investment, with a shift in leadership preferences
toward consumer welfare. Virtually all of the targets of conversion point
directly to consumer goods or to the machinery and technology for producing them. In contrast to much of the rhetoric supporting consumer
welfare of the past 20 years, rhetoric is now matched by policy and implementation.
Unfortunately for the success of conversion, implementation follows
classic Soviet lines: large transfers of resources directed by a campaign
approach to mobilizing energies and managing details. The conversion
campaign has not even had the benefit of the integration, imperfect as
it may be, of the classical Soviet planning system. The process has
had to rely largely on campaign stimulation and local initiative, with
little in the way of either centralized structure or well-tuned incentives
to support management actions.
CONVERSION AND THE ECONOMY
The absence of coordination is felt by defense managers in two ways:
There is no conversion plan and no civilian VPK. The reduction of military expenditures, the transfer of Minleishchmsh plants, and the
several plans for involving defense industry in civilian output were all put
forward without an integrating overall plan. In the first years of
Gorbachev's economic pereshoika, such an approach may have appeared
viable as economic policies then called for the Vowing importance of
'TABs, Octobew 11, lW 0BIB-SOVU-19,
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wholesale trade, the reduction of central planning, the reform of prices, a
heightened role for profit incentives, and a sharp reduction in ministerial
authority and other centralized management practices. If those policies
had been successfily implemented, a decentralized approach to conversion may have succeeded. However, none of these policies have proceeded
according to plan: It is not an exaggeration to call them still-born. With
the failure to implement the economic policies of perestroika, a decentralized approach to conversion was handicapped from the start.
A good deal of coordination in the defense sphere was handled, not
by detailed central plans, but by the VPK and by the Party apparatus.
Through the creation of supply pyramids and VPK decrees, all participants in R&D projects and production knew their assignments, regardless of organizational affiliation. These assignments were backed up by
the political authority of the VPK and the Party. Such coordination is
sadly missed by defense managers who have been thrown into the
unplanned, uncoordinated maelstrom of civilian production.
These hapless managers are further hindered by imposed inflexibility, reducing their ability to adapt to circumstances. Ministerial constraints, organizational fragmentation, poorly developed financial and
supply markets, and the power of monopoly producers impinge on the
managerial discretion of enterprises.
Furthermore, both managers and workers often do not want to shift
to civilian products, which are neither as glamorous nor as technically
challenging as defense goods. Both managers and workers can lose pay
and bonuses if they convert. And, undoubtedly, the work can be more
difficult and frustrating-not in a technical sense, but in getting the
job done in an uncooperative economy.
Whereas defense producers had long-standing and often intimate
ties with their defense customers, who were both knowledgeable and
powerful buyers, their understanding of civilian requirements is often
quite poor. All of the problems arising from the separation of producer
from user in the Soviet economic system are repeated here, with the
additional complication of new assignments, new suppliers, and new
products. Although many defense producers are actively attempting to
generate better information on the needs of their customers, others are
resorting to the simpler, customary expedient of waiting for the orders
to arrive and then producing according to the letter of the contract
without any real understandi

of actual needs.
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THE RETURNS FROM CONVERSION
As defense enters the civilian world, it confronts all of the usual
problems plus additional ones created by the rush toward conversion
and a partly reformed economy. Supply uncertainties and weak ties
between producer and user are the first and most obvious consequences. High prices resulting from the defense plants' penchant for
high-tech solutions, from the expensive capital equipment and labor,
and from lack of experience in new product lines also mark defense
output.
There will not be a ruble for ruble transfer from defense to civilian output. The efficiency of transfer, especially in the short run of perhaps five
years, will be considerably below 100 percent. In addition, supplementary
resources will be needed to implement conversion, with the first contribution of R4 billion explicitly acknowledged in the 1990 budget.
Real resources are being reallocated, however. Competent technical
and production people have been given new responsibilities; they are
struggling to find the right products and searching for the real users. As
usual, the Soviet manager has been given an impossible task, and with
intelligence, energy, and native wit he is marching forward in the latest
campaign. As long as the political spotlight and high leadership focus can
be maintained on conversion, the efficiency of resource transfer will be
stimulatedL As attention shifts to the next campaign, energies will start
to flag, but the benefit to the consumer sector will probably persist as a
result of real political change and resource reallocation.
Civilian output will benefit in the short run from the use of the
high-quality resource base, experience, and management practices built
up under the regime of defense industry privilege. It will also benefit
in the longer run from the absolute reallocation of resources. To the
degree that reallocation reduces the tautness of planned supply, it
could ameliorate the endemic supply uncertainties facing civilian industry, but Soviet planners are unlikely to relax their push for output
quantities greater than the system can accommodate. Over the longer
run, the deep systemic problems of the Soviet economy will impose
themselves on the defense industry's production of civilian items. We
are already hearing high-level complaints of unfulfilled defense industry production of civilian output: delays in macaroni lines in aviation,
of jam equipment in shipbuilding, and of AIDS-related medical supplies
from the electrical equipment industry.2 The continued commitment of
21. S.Beloueov, "Toward the CPSU Central Committee Plenum," PravitelstWnny
Veatnik, No. 4, February 1989, p. 2 (JPRS-UMA-89-011, May 15, 1969, p. 54). "Multiple
Ik
nections," Soveteakya Rouiba, May 6, 1989, p. 2 (FBIS-SOV.89-098, May 23, 1989, pp.
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high-level managerial attention to civilian output will depend on the
persistence of the political push behind the effort, and this is very
likely to diminish over time. We will thus find unfulfilled plans, shortfalls, and lower technical standards and quality levels than originally
contemplated. Nevertheless, civilian output will no doubt be increased
and improved,3 at a level perhaps that will even be visible to the average consumer.
3

An analysis of the output of consumer durables of defense industry, based on figures

released by the journal Vestnih Stotikk May 1989, indicates that 1988 Output was
about 10 percent higher than in 1987 (in unweighted, physical quantity terms). John

Tedstrom, "Defense Complex Contributions to Civilian Production:
Radio Liberty Report, June 2, 1989.
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Is it Growing?"

VIU. SOVIET DEFENSE BUDGETS

TOE RECENT BIRTH OF THE DEFENSE BUDGET
Financial incentives and constraints can be imposed on the Soviet
military through the use of financial budgets; and it is through such
budgets that aggregate control may be exercised by central authorities.
However, from 1960 to the present, budgets have not been a principal
source of control over military expenditures: They have been an afterthe-fact accounting device that followed the planning of physical programs. This situation is now in the process of being drastically sltered
by the political leadership's new attention to aggregate expenditures
and their reduction, by the budget review and authorization process in
the Supreme Soviet, and by the transition of defense industry to
khozrAh and the subsequent pressures that this will impose on Ministry of Defense financial resources.
The Soviet defense budget has heretofore been largely an artifact of
Western analyses. It has now burst onto the Soviet scene and is
becoming a principal tool in the control of the Soviet armed forces.
THE FINANCIAL BUDGET PROCESS
Soviet weapon acquisition and R&D have customarily been financed
through the Soviet state budget This process began to change in 1989
as defense industry entered a transition to full cost accounting. The
main distinction is that under khozrehet, financing is provided
through an organization's "own funds" (those received from the sale of
goods and services) rather than from the state budget.
Under budget financing-prevailing from the earty 1930--fnancial
plans wer, drawn up after the working out of material and labor plans.
Acptance of the production plan implies acceptance of the necessary
budget to finance the monetary transfers associated with production
and R&D. According to a textbook description of this process, the
Soviet government controls monetary expenditures for the material
supply of the Soviet military, whereas the Defense Mbibi
is responsible for operating expenditures, maintenance, and military manpower
eo
tu.I That is, the budget for weapon acquisition was assigned
to other gvernment agencies-not to the Ministry of Defense. The
IL D.6 Do~n (a&.), Pb,.r SMB 1Aaa.
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aplprximately R20 billion figure attributed to defense in recent years
has been the only financiail buidget amiinistered by the Defense Ministry, and it did not include weapon procurement and R&D.

App-opritions from the state budget are made to enterprises, produCtCO

mSiatios, institutions, and other economic organizations for

specified puqoe and planned projcsmuch n weapon production and
R&D. The Ministry of Finmce and its republic and local agenci perform the princia routine work of budget imp ntation. The
finanial agencies arTo concerned about the uitrupted financing of
programs envisaged in the budget, while they also take into account
lmment of production and finamia plans.* Organozations
actual f
usually mums the right to spend the budget funds from the moment

of budget approval, but formally this right is authorized only on the
bais of opening of budget credits. The Finance Ministry opens credits
for the account of enterprises and other organizeon at the State
Bank (Goeb nk), either on a quarterly basis according to the planned
rate of expenditures, or upon evidence of plan fulfillment (delivery of
planned output). Althoug the Finance Ministry is supposed to -take
into account actual fulfment of the production plan,* the schedule of
budget revenues and expenditures "is the principal operational document;... this is the document financial agencies use in opening

credit, in financing enterprises, institutios, and programs.'4
The importance of this budgeting process is that there are virtually
no financial ties between buyers and sellers. Indeed the very notion of

a Soviet "dense budget' among Western analysts has been a reflec-

tion of Western practice rather than Soviet reality. The Defense Min istry had no involveent; at all in the payment for its hardware and
R&D. It wa not allocated either a single aggregated budget or
separate "line item" accounts. Financial matters, at a very detailed

level, were left to the technical specialists of the Finance Ministry and
Godetw.
A

possible

explanation

for

the

two-year

time

lag

between

that the Soviet defense budget would be
o
Gobwchev's
published and the actual disclosure of budget figures is that it took that
long to compile the defense-related expenditures from all of the
Finsie Ministry and Goebenk accounts and organize them into a
structare resembling Western accounts. This compilation process is

cmlatt with the revelations of Mar"

Akhromeyev in a television

intriw

'I.Ch.26,8S..4,
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Just think how we established this budget of RT7 billion. After all,
we did not have it as such. Previously, the Armed Forces were only
interested in what they were given for upkeep.... As far as research
and development were concerned, that came under the ministries of
defense industry sectors. Nor did we pay for series production
deliveries. First we had to bring all this together. We did indeed
take as our bais the U.S. budgt so that4 we could compae. We collected this, anabd it, and published it.
An economics professor at the Lenin Military-Political Academy

also noted the difficulties involved in compiling the defense budget
Published figues... reflected only a portion of the overall spending
on defnse, associated chiefly with the upkeep of army personnel, its

combat training and housing and domestic support, including capital

construction. Another portion, and moreover the larger one, was
scattered among a multitude of ministries and agencies fulfilling various military orders. We thus did not know ourselves for a long time,
and could not tell the world intelligibly, what the actual amount of
USSR defense spending was.'
The finance minister, who was probably charged with the responsibility for compiling the budget, described the process in similar terms:

Defining the precise sun of the military budget is by no means as
ey as it may appear at first glance. Do not forget that military
expenditure comes under various articles of the state budget, and in
order to define expenditures for defense purposes it was necessary
thoroughly and scrupulously to analyze all these articles.6
Budget hearings on defense by the Supreme Soviet defense committee have followed this same separation of accounts across the Defense
Ministry and production ministries. Committee chairman Lapygin
noted: "Hearings on the budget for the armed forces and industrial
sectors geared to defense are still under way.... We have not yet7
examined the budgets of industrial ministries connected with defense."
Although consolidated accounts have not yet been implemented, the
defense committee is now considering the expenditures of different
orgnizations as a unified package.
"'Vsg/yad program, Meow Television Service, October 9,1960 (FBS-SOV-U-197,
October 13, 1969, p. 105).
IL Yudin, "Economic Aspeu of Redutions in the Armed Forces and the Convesion
of Wtay Production," Vqxvey Ehnomik No. 6, June 1969 (JPRS-UMA-8M60L
August 8, 190, p. 10).
Yu. KoriWov, "Behind the Military Budet F u," So
aq Rosb
m June 2,
1969, p. S (FBIS-80V. I-06, June 2, 16. p. 61).
7ODbmf Budget Under Examinatio, Kmneuo Zimda October 6 196, p. 1
(FBIS-SOV194, October 10, 196, p. 56).
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This process of review is made more complicated by the number of
organs with their own distinct accounts inside the Defense Ministry
that are authorized to receive products from the civilian sector. A
7representative from the Central Finance Directorate of the Ministry
announced that
work on the elaboration of expenditure headin
in the USSR
Defense Ministry estimates is approaching completion. It must be
said that the flat of hni
will inevitably end up being cumbersom owing to the existence of a large number of fund holders'
within the Defense Ministry. There are, for example, more than 20
just for industrial output received from the national economy... Is
it any wonder that in many instances economic accountability is on
the skids?"9

CENTRAL BUDGET REVIEW
The political ledership's policy of reducing defense expenditures
and the Supreme Soviet defense committee's budget review has introduced a new procedure into Soviet defense decisionmakin, the examination of aggregate expenditures and the evaluation of programs in
comparable figures-ruble values. Heretofore, weapon acquisition and
R&D decisions were moat likely based on a "disggregated combination
of material balances" flowing from individual weapon programs. 10
Thes choices would be in the context of detailed material plans and
alternative planned uses of these specific inputs. According to Meyer's
analysis, the General Staff established mission priorities and set miss= resource limits and weapon cost targets, with the srvices then
autho*ed to proceed with detailed technical plans, cost estimations,
and contractual relationships with producers.
Since Soviet financial plans have been mere appendages to the
material plans, they have not been functional. However, the financial

budget has now assumed a new importance as a device to control
overall resource ue and, especilly, to control the state financial defi-

cit. Because of such pressures, the total budgetary effect of defense has
cm under an unacutomed scrutiny. But even more innovative has
been the Supreme Soviet's evaluations across defense budget account&

*
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Cmpar-In of program costs Will encourage evaluations of the relative worth of weapons and minsins; the starting new batone of such
rons isos is that it is being performed by civilian authorities rather
than the General Staff.
One mom outcome of this review proess has already resulted in a
departure from past practice: Stressing the 4ong overdue need to
mpoethe material and living conditions of servicemen and members
oftirfmliesk' the cmmittee, apprved appropriations totaling R1
billion to raise their pay and. improve conditions.' The military was
also directed to focus on discntinuing production of obsolete models of
equipment and to reduce the number of different tps'
i~s attention to financial budgets will affect such issues as the
price of weapons, their actual resource costs, and the efficiency of
deftnse production.
WEAPON PRICES, BUDGETS, AND KOESRT
ADDITIONAL BUDGETARY IRE--URES
In the late 1970s, after doces of growth, weapon procurement stabiliued, according to CIA stimates.'3 With greater resource stringency,
Soviet political leders and the General Staff had to pay closer attention to the sbegtosof
resources going to defense. Estimated
wepncosts would have become a key policy consideration in these
ci Mncs Prices for a handful of Soviet weapons have been
announced by Soviet authorities since early 1989. Analsis of these
price and the statements of kInowedeal Sovietwifters suggest; that,
for soeproducts, the price is only a fraction of the estimated value of
incurred codea. (See the appendix for this analysis.) -his divergence
betwee costs and prices would have been a natural consequence of the
attenon gresmabl paid to weapon costs in the past decade, which
would have enerated strong incentives for the individual services to
- &-f weapon prime with bxkutzy that were below acoutng coste
to increas the likeliooid that higher-level 11r -cisinmakers would
aprv the servies' programs. So long as finanicial profits and losses
haditle1 idnunce on the welfare of enterprises, they would not resis
presa ies from buyers to hold down prices; such asymmetry in
"*V. K..,
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inetis would etsis so long as actual expendiures by enterprie
were covered.
Such attempts to squese more output from reduced allocations, by
moms of lowered planned materials inputs and prices would lead to
even
ogreate ient of resources and tauter plans than nor.,
mal. Allocation decisions would then be made at lower decision leels
aori to 1mg-heldroutine. (eg. wais military demands first, and
at all coW). Under such conditions, the leadership may hav believed
that it was m
g strategic realocations; but planning, accounting
financial and p
procs could have con*ut to at
at a part thwarting of such strategies. (Witness, for example, the
-

persistent inability to meet growth plans for consumer oods.)

H incentives induced, the Soviet military services to negotiate prices
and resource plans that did not cover costs, how could the actual costs
be covered? As mentioned earlier, the military does not make procurements out of a financial budget the Ministry of Finance establishes
accounts in the name of the production ministry or enterprise to pay
for costs, based on earlier plans. If actual expenditures are greater

than expected, or if losses ariase in khozraschet enterprises, the losses
can be absorbed in several ways. (1) Profitable military or civilian production within an enterprise can be used to cross-subsidize the lossmaking orders. (2) Profits can be redistributed within a ministry to
croes-subsidize entire enterprises. (3) "Planned loss enterprises can

be covered by the state budget. (4) Unplanned losses may be financed
through bank loans to enterprises.
Sovit article. analyzing the sources of the government's budget
deficit attribute a large portion of it to loans made to loss-making
nt
. Already, in 196, it was asserted that 'many enterprises,
associations, and sometimes entire sectors are becoming 'dependents' of
the state and are basically operating through state loans."14 Birman
wrote that an increasing volume of defense expenditures has been

financod in excess of the budget through this technique of creation of
bank credit.9 The past primacy of defense production would have
encouraged local magrs of Gosbank to provide credits to enterprises
whose costs had exceeded planned budget amounts.

The spirite attempt to reduce the state financial budget deficit
through the elimination of bank loans to loss-making enterprises will
make past practices of defense financing and price formation more visible. The review of weapon prices apparently had held up publication of
141. ShmJmko, uA
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the defense budget in 1989, as Soviet officials at first claimed that no
figures could be published until after a thorough-going price reform.
Although the figures were eventually published without a price reform,
the internal budget review may have alerted financial experts and their
political leaders to the possibility of widespread mispricing of Soviet
weapons. The result of more intensive review could be even greater
pressure on defense procurement than is already implicit in reduced

nominal budgets.
The introduction of profitability standards to defense enterprises
will alter the relative incentives between the Defense Ministry and
industry concerning contractual prices. The necessity for enterprises
to cover their costs will encourage counterpressures for enterprises to
bargain more strenuously with the military services over prices and
input plans, perhaps as strenuously as they have customarily negotiated weapon performance characteristics.16

Another aspect of khozraschet is that products must be paid for by
customers. The Ministry of Defense will have to be allocated explicit
financial resources from the budget that it will then transfer to suppliers of goods and services. Whether this process is accomplished
through an aggregate financial appropriation, through disaggregated
accounts, or through the fine program detail found in the U.S. defense
budget, the new payment approach will establish direct links between a
customer with a budget constraint and its suppliers. Although the
specific incentive effects will vary with the budget process actually
adopted, one major implication is predictable: Both the Defense Ministry and the leadership must pay closer attention to the absolute and
relative prices of military goods and services. This attention could
result in additional pressure on aggregate defense R&D and procurement as well as on its composition.
'NMeeting the negotiated values of weapon performance often determined the reward.
going to a design bure.
A. Alexander, Deciuionmaking in Soiet Wewon. Procurement,
p. 60, Not* 149,1918-1979.
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IX. THE IMPLICATIONS OF TECHNOLOGY
AND COMPLEXITY

THE DECLINING EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE BUYER'S MARKET
Previous sections of this report described how changes in economics,
politics, and budgetary procedures are reducing the effectiveness of
Soviet weapons acquisition. We now turn to a quite different category
of forces: those set into motion by the technology and complexity of
modern weapons.
Methods by which the Soviet military has assured itself, of capable
and high-performing weapons include its active and detailed involvement in design and production, its comprehensive testing of new systems from experimental prototypes to their use by operational forces,
and its application of powerful sanctions over nonperformanceincluding the privilege of not accepting products that do not meet its
requirements. In a word, the Soviet military has been an astute and
powerful customer, it has operated in a buyer's market.
However, for the network of military representatives at design
bureaus and factories to root out and correct deficiencies, for rigorous
testing to reveal deficiencies and verify compliance with requirements,
and for sanctions to produce incentives on suppliers leading to desired
results, the desired outcomes must be technically feasible and the
administrative methods capable of promoting technically feasible ends.
Both technical feasibility and administrative processes have now been
compromised by the technologies and design complexities of the
weapons and military systems appearing in the last decades of the
twentieth century.
THE AGE OF THE "WEAPON SYSTEM"
The term "weapon system," which is often now used in place of the
simpler and older word "weapon," adequately incorporates many of the
important changes of the last 20 years or so. The weapon
"platform"-the airplane, armored vehicle, ship-is today the carrier of
a suite of subsystems whose coordinated actions are required to destroy
the enemy. A wide variety of sensors collect information about the
activities of the target, the platform, the weapons (guns, missiles, etc.),
and the environment. This information is integrated by high-speed
67
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computes and used in computations that calculate and often control
the actual operations of the platform and its ordnance-delivering
weapons; such activities as navigation, flight control, target acquisition
and designation, weapon release, trajectory determination, and countermeasures are assisted, if not actually controlled, by computers. Not
only do the weapon systems themselves now incorporate these new
technologies and capabilities, but a growing number of support systems
complement the operations of the weapon systems, and indeed often
are critical to their success. These include communications, groundbased radars and other sensors; airborne and satellite information-

gthering and disseminating systems; intelligence, reconnaissance, and
contermeasure systems; information "fusion" systems; command and
control networks, not to speak of the computer-managed supply and
logistics networks.
Since the 19308, the Soviet Union has built a capable R&D and production complex for the basic platforms and weapons of the industrialage military. As new weapons and technologies entered contemporary
armies, the nation mounted enormous efforts to keep up in nuclear
weapons, rockets, and nuclear-powered submarines. However, the
advances in sensors, electronics, computerization, information, communications, and miniaturization since the 1970s have left Soviet
industry-even military industry-in a particularly vulnerable position.
The speed of change, the complexities of design, the integration of
many different technologies from diverse sources, and the high precision and reliability needed for production strike at traditional weak
points in the Soviet economic and management spheres. These vulnerabilities and weaknesses are now manifesting themselves in Soviet
weapon acquisition.
DEFICIENCIES IN THE SOVIET MILITARY
R&D APPROACH
The increasing diversity of defense technologies, materials, components, and subsystems requires the coordination and integration of a
vast array of suppliers, research organizations, design bureaus, ministries, and other participants. Knowledge and expertise is distributed
rather than concentrated. The unique integrative role that the general
designer has played in Soviet weapon development is now diffused and
d
t by the proliferation of technologies and tasks
The chie designer of a complex weapon system must now depend on
the perfrmance of others to a much greater dere than in the past.
In tbese new conditions, the VPK cannot motivate and coordinate

S

these activities in the same thorough manner that it had formerly. Not

only are the participants more numerous, but their interactions are
more complex, the scheduling of tasks more formidable, and the ability
to actually plan these activities in advance less feasible. Flexibility and

motivated discipline are both required; the Soviet system lacks flexibility, and its discipline is heavy-handed. Presumably, the general
designer, the VPK, and the Party still dispose of the same authority as
formerly, but this is a less usable commodity when organizations must
be responsible for their own performance in a highly complex and
changing technical environment.
Soviet weapon design philosophy has dealt with the shortcomings of
the economic system by minimising risk and radical change and by
confining the scale of complexity to manageable size. When risk and
complexity went beyond the orgaizational capacity of the system, the
political leadership intervened and created special, single-purpose
management bodies with direct ties to the top political and economic
decisionmakers. This approach was used in the development of nuclear
weapons and intercontinental missiles. As these radically new weapons
became more familiar, their special organizational status was transformed into the conventional ministerial structure.
This kind of focused, centralized response is not possible for many
of today's weapons. The commands to build an atomic bomb or an
ICBM cannot be mimicked by orders to build a microelectronics industry or an integrated data bus. These latter-day systems require a new
kind of industry or, rather, many new .riustries. Whereas in the
1930s the Soviet Union was able to build tank and steel industries centered around enormous plants managed by centralized ministries,
today's weapons depend on an array of many, small, ever-changing
suppliers. Systems designers can no longer count on slowly evolving
technologies and a stable set of suppliers but must confront sharp
changes in the required skills and capabilities in their own design
bureaus and in those they deal with.
This revolution hit the U.S. weapon productrs in the 1960s; it has
taken at least two decades to learn how to cope with it, and adaptation has
been imperfect. One sample indicator of this shift is the propotion of
development ebart going to embedded computer software. The .- 4, F-15,
and F-18 aircraft represent 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s technologies. The
prime contractor, McDonnell-Douglas, and its subcontractors for these
aircraft devoted 1 percent of total engineering man-years to computer
software for the F-4, 24 percent for the F-15, and 40 percent for the F-18.1
1
Stwen Glamnm, Compatve Stdie in Sq'wr Acquisio
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Computer hardware development demanded much les attention, mainly
because a separate computer and electronics industry had independently
developed its own technology base; McDonnell-Douglas devoted 1, 2, and
3 percent of its engineering effort to computer hardware on these aircraft.
The U.S. Air Force was not fully aware of the enormous change embodied
in the shift from the F-4 to the F-15, and similar transformations in its
other systems. A decade or more of chaos and confusion in weapon electronics development resulted in high costs, low reliability, and delayed
introduction of new systems.
The Soviet weapon industry appears now to be in the throes of a
similar process, but without the scientific or industrial infrastructure in
place to ease the problems, and without the flexibility and incentives
needed to improve the infrastructure.

TROUBLE FOR SOVIET WEAPONS
Soviet military leaders and weapon designers are beginning to provide evidence of serious shortcomings in recent Soviet weapon systems.
These problems were apparently surfacing in the 1970. but seem to
have reached crisis proportions in the 19809. The Deputy Defense
Minister for Armaments, General Shabanov, has emphasized these
points in articles and interviews since early 1988. A key point has
been his acceptance of the view that the military is no longer walled off
from the rest of the Soviet economy.
We are often deluded by general numerical indicators. You analyze
them and everything seems normalh ... the technical level of innovations... the quality of inventions is increasing. However, this is
only a general impression. Things in reality are not going nearly so
smoothly... The introduction of new developments is generally a
weak point in our
2 country and in the Armed Force in particular
(emphasis added].
Reliability Problems
Reliability-always a central Soviet requirement-is one of the most
commonly cited deficiencies. General Shabanov, for example, asserted,
"We need radical methods for increasing the reliability and operating
technology of weapons."' At a major conference on improving military
science, the Defense Minister, General D. T. Yazov, referred to reliability
several times in his summary of the conference.
"'The Horizons of Technical Creativity," Knunaw Zvezda, November 15, 1968, p. 1
(JPRS-UMA.9-O01, January 11, 1989, p. 74).
31bid
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Flaws occurred in determining the prospects for developing armaments, in the operational-tactical verification of particular models,
and in ensuring that their quaUty and reiablity conformed to modem
requirements.... Under no circumstances must our scientific establishment and military scientists lose sight of the main objectiveensuring the high qualy and relabty of armaments and military
hardware" [emphasis added]. 4
VPK chairman Belousov specified as the second point of his program
for defense industry, "special attention should be paid to improving the
reliability and quality of military equipment." 6 The air force commander, General Batekhin, listed reliability as the first requirement for
improving the country's defense: "About the reliability of the hardware
that the troops are receiving. What we have here is a pretence. We
are hoping that soon these pretensions will be lessened." He noted
that when the producers and developers transfer to khozraschet, profitability will depend on how the customers evaluate the output, implying
that this evaluation will provide economic levers to influence reliability.
Khozraschet, though, may not be the answer to the reliability problem. Defense industry is part of the Soviet economic system; despite
all its advantages and the power of the military customer, the endemic
deficiencies of the economy stubbornly seep through the wall erected to
isolate defense, and the seepage may be turning into a flood. In a
frank article describing equipment problems on board a nuclearpowered missile cruiser, one source of reliability problems was assigned
to the constantly increasing proportion of complicated equipmentespecially radioelectronics and missile ordnance. "Consequently, the
Navy has to pay more and more" for less and less reliable equipment.7
The factories continued to ship defective equipment even though the
ship's officers would not sign the acceptance documents. "They receive
money mainly for quantity, for gross output, for fulfillment of the plan,
for the fact that they have 'dispatched' the product."8 A key guarantor
of quality, the military representative responsible for the shipment of
this equipment, made excuses on behalf of the plant for the poor quality. In fact, the chief of the team of military representatives admitted
that they acted more as a coarse than a fine filter, and that many
4

D. T. Yamov, "Inczeasing the Return from Military Science," Krasna' Zvadi,
1-2.
Remarks by L Belousov, Moscow Domestic Radio Service, June 28 1969 (FBISSOV-8B-124, June 29, 1969, p. 36).
6OBeyond tU. Sound Barrier," lzntb%Auust 21,1968, p. 3.
7"Bhips and Rubes," KM y Zvueda, May 12, 1990, pp. 1-2 (FBIS-SOV40-120,
AUgut 14, 1968, pp.

June 23, 16, p. 71).
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things slipped pas them that would only show up on board ship.
Rather than the fiat of the buyer in this situatio naval officers spoke
about the dictatorship of the producer. "Industry sells the oquipment

the Navy will by." And why doe the Navy purchase dsficient eqipment? *Becse they have no choice." Indeed, the VPK chairman has
called for competition in equipment development to make the bet use
of reduced allocations to defensem.10 In the meantime, the Navy is hav-

ing to pay for improved reliability through the use of hundreds of civilian technicians aboard ships
The use of civilian techicians to correct and maintain equipment
beien cited for the strategic missile forces. A journalist

has also

witnessed a lae group of civilians leaving early in the morning in a
larp bus from the hotel to firing positions. It turned out these were
industry emploees who were makin
some kind o adjustments. ..
How could a missile in need of adjstment be on alert duty? What
kind-hearted perm, Utg
the chief designer or his highly placed
spons, authorized acceptance of the "Premture prodct for service, and thus yet another handing out of grandiose bonuses?"
The Defense Ministry's Armaments Directorate coordinates weapon
acquiston and R&D throughout the military. The hardware problems
facing all the military services come to a focus in this office. Its head,
General Shabanov, has been a leading critic of current practices, listing
reliability as the number one problem.
Today, we cannot regard as satisfactory the technical standard of a
number of models of weapons in terms of extremely important
parameters such as reliability, 1iftime, energy consumption, weight,
andW ".... We am particularly perubd by the question of enuring a long lifetime, reliability,
and dependable operation for arms and
2

military equipmtent? 1

Shabanov then went on to assert that it was insufficient reliability that
to a great extent forced the Soviet Union to procure greater quantities
of the main types of arms. 1 He also noted that inattention to reliabil-

ity was partially responsible for recent well-publicized equipment

accIdents and loae- "Unfortunately, the series of submarine and air-

craft accidents that have occurred late

attests to untapped resrv
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ensuring the reliabl, functioning of combat equpmnt 1w4 Prblm
with submarines surfaced in a television investigative program on the
spate of submarine acients. A reserve naval captain involved in
examinn the state tests of the 'Komaomoles subumaine claimied
that the testing program was conducted in a shoddy way. "If a decision
bed been mad. to conduct the testing as it should have been done, a
number of design faults would have besn discoveredmm Another reserve
naval captain suggested that such deficienicies were to be expected from
the Ministry of Shibuilding
We have a Navy that correspods to the standards of twnty Years
ago.... We have received nothing from this third seneration tof
nuclear-powered submarines]. Everything i=poor The acoustics are
poo, the computer is poor, without metioning the noise level The
nois level created by our submarines as twelve times grester than
that of U.& submarines. ... We have craft that are not combat
reaO4

As equipment becomes more complex, comprehensive testing becomes
both more important and more tume consuming. With the increased
number of connections and interfaces among components, the possible
sources, of failures are multiplied; furthermore, engineering and theoretical knowledge cannot predict the modes and mnechanimse of future
failures. U.S. military jet engines, for example, typically accumulated
about 10~,000 test hours before qualification in the 190s; by the I.Nks
this figure bad climbed to 14,000-18,000 Moumrs
This need for more and better testing has been akoledged by
Sovie military leaders. But they compromise their insistence on
thorough testing with an equally demanding requirement to field systam more quicly. This ambivalence was captured in a remark by
Defense Minister Yasov. tM is essential to strive persistently and
unswervingl to achlieve high quality in testing so that with the
mniumwn number of tat, one can attain the maximum practical
reul...
that will make it possible to make a decision about the fate
14bi
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of a model or series of ar mments" [emphasis added].? General Yazov
then went on to emphasize that new methods and means must be
found to enhance "the quality and reliability of armaments, and the
reduction of time necessary to develop and test them" (emphasis

added). 20
The full effect of these contrary pressures came to bear on the
development of the Soviet supersonic airliner, the Tu-144, in the mid1970s. Although nominally a civilian project, it had full governmentparty priority, with the backing of the Party Secretary for Defense
Industry Dmitriy Ustinov, and the VPK chief L. V. Smirnov. According to a former deputy minister of civil aviation,
In the summer of 1977, a directive came from "the top" [Brezhnev]
to begin passenger flights with the Tu-144 in the fall.... Soon
afterward, the chief [of a directorate of Civil Aviation] presented me
with a joint plan with industry ... for organizing passenger flights
for my signature. All the managers had signed... I would not sign
the document.... The aircraft had not undergone state tests! They
simply had not passed them.... This would have been a fraud
agreed on by both sides and with the consent of high officials.n
Although the Tu-144 case was one that was pushed "by the top," this
pattern has today become more generalized, as the ship ordnance
example mentioned above demonstrates.
Despite the high-level complaints about reliability problems, it is
necessary to approach these statements with some interpretive caution.
Soviet complaints must be judged in relation to the first-order priority
they put on reliable system performance and to the high standards they
have often achieved in the past. Mikoyan design bureau head
Belyakov claims that the mean-time-before-failure of the MiG-29 is
40-50 percent better than that of the U.S. F-16. However, the previous
generation of Soviet fighters were 80-90 percent more reliable than
their U.S. counterparts. Thus, if we accept the MiG-29 claims at face
value, we see a relative decline in Soviet reliability, but still better than
that in the United States. Nevertheless, the tenor of the Soviet writings suggests that they perceive a reliability crisis.

19D. Yasov "uInresmig the Return ftom Military Science," Kmns

Zveor, Augsut

14,1968, p. 1 (FBIS-SOV4-158 August 16, 198, p. 66).

ftliA p. 67.
nV. Bedov, -T Tu-144 Ham Been Left on the Ground. Was the Preetigio Project
Doomed to Failure?" Pmugk4 July 28, 196, p. 3 (JPRS-UKA4*-0, October 16, 1969,
PP.84-7.
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Technology Problems
Soviet military and industry leaders have recently begun to detail
specific technology shortcomings in military systems. These problems
have been discussed earlier by Western analysts and will not surprise
knowledgeable foreign analysts. General Shabanov has neatly summarixed Soviet technology deficiencies: "Our science and industry lag
behind in the sphere of developing radio-electronic weapon systems, thermal imaging instruments and night vision instruments, and communication and control systems. Yet these play a great role in ensuring reliable
defense." 3
The VPK chairman, in accepting his nomination to continue heading
this organization, also listed electronics as one of his main concerns: "I
consider it essential to support in every way, at every stage of work, and at
all levels of discussion the development of electronics and computer
equipment." 3 And, among the ten troubled areas that demanded resolution, he included electronics, computing equipment, and communication
equipment.
This too was the view of the minister of aviation production, A. S. Systoy: "We should put every effort into developing microelectronics as
quickly as possible. We are currently lagging behind in this area. This lag
will later affect aircraft construction. " U
Some examples from recent aircraft give concrete detail to these
concerns. The Su-27 fighter aircraft's aerodynamics and size were
determined by provision for accommodating the largest radar possible
"as the simplest means of achieving maximum interception range." 3
Helicopter designer Tishchenko explained a metal plate covering an
opening in the Mi-28 at the 1989 Paris Air Show by noting. "We have
encountered delays in the development of electro-optical systems on
this program."
Additional development problems were being encountered with the Mi-28's night vision system, which had been worked on
"for about a decade" and was now behind schedule. These various
equipment development problems were contributing to a planned heli-

OV. K. Shabanov, "The Country's Defense: New Approaches," Krmnoya Zvezda,
August 18, 19M, p. I (FBIS-SOV-89-10, August 21, 1989, p. 103).
5m

smmarks by Igor Belousov, Moscow Radio Service, June 28, 1980 (FBIS-SOV89124, June 29, 19M, p. 37).
"W. See Prospects for Growth," Kronamo Zvmad, June 21, 199, p. 3 (FBIS-SOV69121, June 2, 1906, p. 88).
John Frichker, *Rmd= Round-up," Air Inkrnagonal, September 199, p. 131.
sseobat Riopelsi "Olsmnost Gusto Invigorate. Par Air Show," Armed For.
Jbw"s l
m . ,nu
July 1I, p 4.
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coper development period of ten yars fom first AWgh to serie proAcordin to MIG designer, Belyakov, his main problem an the sin
and weight of electronics componet and sensors. Every amunit of
mwigh mposes an Uthmate penalty of five tinme that amount in take
off weight, drivingup the size and cost of the aircraft The 0**Dsmnt,
however, meets the functional perforance requireinents set for it by
the Soviet Air~orce
Ths sanguine opinion, however, is not ahsted by the defense, minister.
in the course of an extended indictment; of defense science and R&D. he
complained that -scientific deve-pment proceeded along a well-trodn
path and amounted, in esee, to duplicating what had already been
crested... new and notaiinlsolutions in the development ofarmamients and Militay hardware were not sought* He futher alee that
the results of research were introduced too slowly. He attribute these
problem to "formal bureaucratic methods of leadership, leveling [of
wages), a lack of personl reposiilty parasitical tendencies, a loes of
initiatie by some cadres at scientific esals- ns and a lowe of desire
to achiev real resuts.o A mnediocrit of cadre was encouraged by a
"fomal bureaucrtidc approach to their selction, dploment, and training"in whic favoritism and untalented people penetrated the military
R&D world.
General Yaov's proposed solution to his enumerated lis of deficiencies, however, has little operational content and indulges more in the recitation of politica slogans, than in.changes in incentives. "The prime conditions for improving the qualitative indicators of military scienice are to
pug it of all accretions, to restructure interna relations within it, to
create an atmosphere of glanost, opemes, and freedom. of creativit and
debate,and of usineeslik. criticism'r 4self-criticisnL"
Genel Sbabanov, though, is vwr Ifognztoa responses. "You
my think that we can &dratcally improve inventiveness if we strengthen
anshalray developed structure. But this will bring aboutiust the opposite
results,*a it will only prt~oduce more metodlogca
instructions, directives. "8 ' His solution, although not spelled out in
detailhatsradicalringtoWt -What we need inforthisjob nottobereot-

*'Jahshigh., RMaa 3m-~W, A& Ixtmtw
Kiui
SqwI I wber
16P. 181.
3"aMauMag the Rokwa ta NMituy Sdwmqrn* Krnow" Zmada, Ausut 14. 1966
p,1(34V5i6
AuSat 1s. IMe jp. 61).
'3 1.hmw, -Mb Radom at Tabbu
m ejyi" Emm0. Zmk Nvebe 15.
1I6M p.1I (JP3SUMA-00O1. Jimmy IL,19IM p. 74).
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utm o-hs a vuheno. You cannot make inventiveness in a burauThe stateents of General Ymzv and Sbabanov point up a new
perception of Soviet research mid scince Both- Soviet and non-Soviet
analysts proclamed for many Years that the =m problem with Soviet
tochnolog lay in the intoductin of scientific reools into unfo application. the source of the problem was the weak incentives to ncoram tecknologiss into product designs and producion. Potentidy iuputanut research resut wae placed on the shelf and reained
there. Maw science leader an now say ug that the shelf itself is bare.
Nven in the pas, there was
@
-eealaknwemn of weakness in
my -ne of Soviet ecience, but strengths could also ha pointed to,
especlift in theoretical, subjects and in W&d relte to military appfications. The strong points today are becoming hader to fhnd These
views - being eupessed by indvidAl scientists, by the science,
haeaesW and hy the political leadesmhp as a user of science results,
the military leadeship~ has ai oined the rnks&
of science critic.

-)

Academici an

Sashayv, for examaple, bemoans the situation in Soviet

scis* asserting that there is no are in which the Soviet Union now
leads the world.
We in the 8~ie Union have been castigeting oureelves for our
febanr to apply fundamental research ftndng to Wiarove industrWs
bItwn ci
eer
p
isd
licies
tatoug strnghe teo nemayon
bphome ctienc.e ad revise poluieatou strcghen te onnecmibe
necessary we have not faced up to the reel prmebm Soviet fundMootl science is too weak to contrIfte nmch to practical applics-

tIM

The president of the Academy of Sciences, Gurui Marchiuk, states -We
have cointooa dviding line whenlbbackwardness could acquire aqualitativel irreversiblecharacter. The leaders of the nation must be infrmed
that our situation In science contrasts sharply not onl with the
developed nations, but at times even with the developing countrie."
Polituro nmmber Yakovls couglained that beause of the strong
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had ratcayn tern
indey
theevlto scintfi reseacpom theoSlR
wo"od mtherputsobstacles in the way of their activti.s~ In the
mndt of acadei nstitute, hesi.no more than half the employees
dosowmeeftwaesaidinthewc cases, it would behardto findanyon
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X. SOVIET WEAPONS ACQUISITION UNDER
POLITICAL REFORM AND
TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTION

Since the 193, one thing that the Soviet Union did well was to
design and produce weapons. The country's leadership developed and
maintained a scientific, design, and production i
to support its political-military goals; the political. leaders supported this
technical edifice with a planning and implementation fsmework that
guaranteed that the resources allocated to defense would be put to good
and effective use. Much of this Stalinist structure is now beginning to
crack. It has not crumbled, and for the present it is even far from collapsing, but it is beset by political changes that reduce its capabilities
and by changes in the nature of defense technology that place a premium on the very economic characteristics in which the Soviet Union
is weakest
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
One source of Soviet defense industry effectiveness has been the
willingness of the Soviet political leaders to devote substantial portions
of the nation's economic strength to defense and to the support of
defense industry. That support is now being reduced. The planned
growth of defense expenditures has been converted to planned reductions. Procurement is falling by a projected 20 percent, and some
Soviet political leaders claim this cutback is only the first step of an
ongoing process. With this cutback, military and industry spokesmen
have emphasized the importance of maintaining the R&D base: The
reduced number of deployed weapons must be compensated for, they
say, by higher quality weapons with increased performance and the
ability to conduct a broader range of missions. This will require even
more R&D than in the past.
VPK chairman Belousov told the Supreme Soviet that the first
question to be solved arising out of defense cutbacks was the need to
support science and the experimental base, including "real support for
revolutionary new solutions in equipment."' This view is supported by
defnse industry managers who fear the decline in their technolOm

'Remswk by Igor Blomov Juno 28, 193, Moscow Radio Service

124, June2, 9,.
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base. A "worst case scenario and a major concern" to the deputy minister for R&D in the aviation production ministry is that the defense

reductions will encompass research and design work.2 The Sukhoi
deputy chief designer claimed that3such a scenario "would threaten the
next generation of Soviet fighters

Defense Minister Yszov rhetorically voiced his apprehension over
the dsarance of the military's--and the nation'&--science bow.

"By reducing military expenditures are we not submerging the final
islet of our scientific-technical and intellectual potential, which is at
the present time concentrated in the institutes and enterprises engaged

in filling military orders?"'

Despite these anxieties, though, the Supreme Soviet reduced the
defense R&D allocation in the 1990 budget by 14 percent, or R2.2 billion.

Marshal Akhromeyev grudgingly accepted these cuts: "Along with the
general reduction in defense spending, appropriations for scientific
research and experimental design work in the military spheres are also
being reduced. Life necessitates this reduction. But, to be frank, this is
undesirable.*
Since 1988, we have witnessed a diversion of defense industry capacity, investment, manpower, and R&D resources to civilian output. In
1989, this initial transfer was compounded by explicit defense reductions, the sharp cutback in production programs, and a more-thanproportional reduction in defense R&D. To these reductions have been
added explicit aggregate and program budget reviews by nonmilitary
bodies with appropriations authority. At the same time, a form of
profit-oriented accounting and incentives was initiated for defense
enterprises, thereby creating new pressures for the prices of military
products to cover their costs-out of the military budget rather than
from unbudgeted bank loans. General Shabanov complained in
October 1989 that the plight of the armed forces resulting from a

smaller budget was made worse by price increases over the past year.
"Unfortunately, comrades, the situation is aggravated by the fact that
the cost of work and equipment has increased. There are quite a few
examples of R&D costs increased by 1.5 and even 3 times originally
Wokn Postlethwaite, "Soviets Show New Types as Spending Cuts Loom," Rwht
Intervagon4 September 2, 1989, p. &
4Moecow
Domestic Radio Service, July 3, 1989 (FBIS-SOV419-127, July 5, 1989,
p. 43).
"Sovist Military Expenditures in 1990," Kranaya Zmada, October 6, 1969, p. 1
(FIISOV204 October 0, 199, p. 88).
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adapte co*t gudshinss Aog the reasons,oven for theseinras
were 'imperfect nor.." wed to determine comba under khoect.
While tdo adeuacy ot the debug. JW- Istabishanent is being
caled into qestion, the military is- wr~dMus wit a new politicalmilitary "defsve' doctrine of "reasonabl sufficIency." A smaller
ft=c stvw with ueduced quatities of equipMan -but of higher perfomne ppes to be on the horizon. Thee
point to
military demands,that place las emphasis on the mus-pmoduction bane
but perhaps eve more on the advanced inifustrial capabilities and
R&D eomres o( defense industry. The demainds for higher performance, increased reliability, lower costs, new and nnadital solutions. to military to"ha and greater speed of introduction of new technologls, will requir a rorientation of Soviet defense R&D away from
its Stshalnt heritage that will conflict with the demands on these n
resources comning from the conversion to civilian production.
The resource bass of Sovift weapon acquisition is being assaulted in
a way that wil affect both the quantity of production and the R&D
inuport the cost-based "end results at any cost" approach will come
under severe pressure. The Soviet military-indfustrial complex will be
fored to confront the issue of efficiency, in addition to eflectiveness,
with implications for forc-posture choices, resource sllocatiors, and
managmantincentive. Howeve, Soviet bureaucracy and the weak
incentmv structures could very well absorb these pressures so that the
future Soviet military will be neither leane nor meaner, jugt smaller.
D(FBMETATONPRIORiTY
Allocations; and plans do not guarantee that the thousands and tens
of thousands of products going into complex equipment will be produced and delivered at the right time, in the right quantities, and at
the apropriate quality levels. In faot, the Soviet planning system
guarantees that this will not happen. Plans are inconsistent in that
they do not balance in detail; the planning job is just too larg and
complex to Produce perfectly Articulated Plans for all products and producers. But, more impotaut, planners deliberately call for more output than can be produced as the government attempts to squesse more
Output out of the syse by maintaining pressur on producer.. The
result is taut plans; some targets will not be met, and some planned
.qiplls are never produced. Tau plans create supply uncertainty and
asalle's market.
OJ. N.L "ms,

VGaxmsaga Pnmm Lsbg, Kroomou Xmikdu N.,nw~ms 2.
Novemba 8, IM.S p. 68).

isl. p,1W4M10V-212,
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FrmnWion of the science-industrial structure into industrial
frtio

mhirie (with the research institutes, design bureaus, and producplants) and a separate research etablishmt in the Academy of
Sci
s also create supply pr
as well as difficulties in coordi-

natingprograms,
Definse industry has overcome these problems of uncertain supplies

and coordination difficulties through implemenaion priority, eeised
primar
by the Communist Party and the Military Industrial Commusion (VPK). These two organizations have now been adled with
a new tusk-convesion--that is diluting their ability to maintain their
customary focus on defense output
An important symbolic and functional indicator of the dilution of
dmn priority was the appointment of Lev Zaikov as deputy chair-

man of the Defense Council. the highest dfense poliymakmg body in
the USSIR Zaikov's par

responsibilities appear to include all defense

and secuft-relted activities,

u

defense industry in his multi-

ple positions as Politburo member, deputy chairman of the Defense
Council, and Secretary of the Communist Party he would be senior to,
and supervise, the Party secretary responsible for defense industry.
The Politburo has assigned to Zaikov personal responsibility for
conv
matters. A government and Party consolidation of supervision in a single person has raised the importance of the issue in political, Party, and government circles.
Such pressures for defense industry to develop and produce civilian
output must impose additional demands on party and VPK officials.
The energies and attention of defense managers also would necessarily
be redirected toward initiating the output of new items in unfamiliar

are".
Although the formal system of supply priority for defense appears to
have remained in place, the actual implementors of the priority system

have these additional, important tasks. Although defense output is still
given nominal dominance in the official and rhetorical system of priori-

tie, complaints from military, political, and government leaders imply
that the old system is begining to break down. New political winds
am shakizg some of the oldest implementation rlities as defense output no longer carrins the sole priority of managment attention, but
must shm it with civilian production.
UYaU

MARKT

The provision of ample resources and the implementation priority to
diect them to their planned us would not deliver efective military
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systems if the products did not match the military's needs. The military customer assures that the defense R&D and industrial complex
delivers effective weapons through its capabilities as an informed,
astute, and powerful buyer. These capabilities have been institutionalized in the organization of military representatives, in acceptance testing, and in the ability of the customer not to have to accept deficient
products.
These capabilities, however, are being vitiated by the complexity of
modem military systems that reduce the ability of military representatives to monitor and control enterprise activities and that prevent the
full test of new systems prior to the accumulation of operational
experience, and by the sheer inability of Soviet industry to perform as
desired. These weaknesses in oversight and performance are compounded by the monopoly position of many suppliers. The sanctions
that can be imposed on defense industry for failure to supply acceptable products are countered by an industry that knows there is often
nowhere else to go.
In recent years, the actual application of sanctions to nonconforming enterprises appears to have declined. No one is forced out of business; managers are not sent to the camps; bonuses seem to get paid
regardless of actual output; banks will lend to loss-making enterprises
or ministries will redistribute profits; and floor space and investment
are always increasing.
Increased technological complexity, reduced implementation feasibility, the monopoly position of suppliers, and the loss of sanctions have
weakened the power of the buyer's market. The military is therefore
more likely to find itself with lower quality, less effective weapons than
in the past.
R&D STYLE
The Soviet style of R&D has much to commend it, but its ability to
cope with the complexities of modern weapon systems design and
development is being undercut by the organization and incentives of
the Soviet economy. The coordination and management of complex
programs are a challenge to even the best managed organizations in
market economies, in which market forces richly provide coordination
and incentives. In the Soviet economic environment, the proliferation
of weapon technologies, the complexities of interfaces, the incorporation of subsystems from diverse sources into larger systems, and the
fundamental importance of microelectronics and its supporting
software all place a great burden on just those characteristics of the
Soviet economy that are the weakest.

The level of complaints and the evidence from the hardware sust

that the effectiveness of the R&D It
in delivering adequate
models of new weapons is being compromised by technology, mana
ment, and the nature of the centrally planned and coordinated economy.

Design bureaus and industry still seem to be quite competent at designing

7
(airplanee, tanks, etc.); the technical
and producing the basic platfor=m

and industrial infrastructures-the pyramids-are well in hand for these.
The design, production, and integration of the subsystes, not the platforms themselves, are at the core of the present predicament.
The Soviet R&D style depends on a capable industrial infrastructure
and on complementary R&D organizations to supply mature components and technologies. Without these real capabilities, a particular
style and approach offers little payoff. Indeed, it can be said that U.S.
weapon acquisition has often succeeded despite its development style
because of the strength of its technical and industrial support Fixing
the Soviet Union's weapon acquisition problems will require the creation of new R&D and industrial infrastructures, quite different from
present organizations in form, incentives, and in management strategy.
CONCLUSIONS
Soviet strengths in weapon acquisition, and in the scientific and
industrial infrastructure supporting it, are now being eroded by the
complexities and characteristics of contemporary weapon technologies,
by the endemic problems of the Soviet economy, and by the decline of
Soviet research as the plague of bureaucratization and mediocrity
invades the fortress of the scientific establishment. The problems are
compounded by the reduction of defense budgets and the dilution of
defense priority. The traditional strengths of Soviet weapon acquisition have not collapsed, but the slow and gradual encroachment of
debilitating forces could produce a cumulative and important effect in
the long run. A large part of the effectiveness of the Soviet military
R&D style arises from the power of evolutionary change, which when
pursued over long periods can yield dramatic, even revolutionary
results. The same conclusions can be drawn for present circumstances,
but with the direction of change reversed.
From the 1930s to the 1980s, Soviet military production and R&D
developed along one dominant path, evolving and refining its practice.
7
Dssign and performance of Soviet fighter aircraft at the 1989 Paris Air Show were
described by the Western aviation press a "impressive" and "dumbfounding" 'Many
veteran Western fighter pilots agreed the overall performance and handling qualitie
shown by the Su-27 put the aircraft ahead of existing Western fighters in close-in air
combat capabilities." Robert Ropelowski, "Glasnost Gusto Invigorates Pars Air Show,"
Armed Forces Journa lernmationa, July 1989, p. 57.
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and approaches into a clearly identidil soyl and cultur. Wei path
wa coasistent wit the requirement. of political-mditary doctrine and
with the wscooic hee supoting it. Paiticipants and foreign
analysis alike pew confortalWe with the operation and the understanding of thi enteirwriae. Now, politics, doctrine, economics, and technoloy we chaning. Mh Soviet defense prodbztio complex and the
mlitary we
re~ngt
e imposed by the ledersip and by life
itself. The fog and confusions of war are matchied by the uncertainties
of evolving Soviet politics and polices and their realization. However,
acme ,omforwt is panted to the analyst, at least for the present, in that
some things hav not changed. The Soviet economic system rmn
essentially unreornned. Basic incentives, organizationatlaragmns
planning tAtnss, and bureaucracy are s beore. But allocations are
shifting; military demand is changing. And enough things hae been
set in motion that our comfort in relbing on familiar landmarks may
not be a11 that long-lastinig.

Appendi

THE COST OF SOVIET WEAPONS

TEE ANNOUNCEMENT OF SOVIET WEAPON PRICES
Since, March 18, Soviet sources hav released information on the
prices of several Soviet weapons, including tanks, ships and aircraft.
These prices are shown in Tab" A.1, where I have tried to include only
those weapon prices reflected in internal Soviet transectios the table
does not cover export prices or vague statements about costs (eag "the
Flanker [Su-27J is only 10 percent more expensive than the Fulcrmm
[MiG-291 in terms of man-hours-,.. . the Su-27 is slightl cheaper than
the F-15 inj puremosm terms.1 However, a more complete analysis
of such additional information would help to flesh out the price/cost
picture. As is usual when new information that has been avidly
awaited suddenly becomes available, these disclosures raise a host of
qetosthat cloud interpretation. In this appendix, I will try to sort
hruhsome of these questions to disern what these figure may tell
us about-' (1) the badis for the seemingly small announced 1989 Soviet
deftee procurement expndiure of R82.6 billion- (2) the profits or
losse to enterprises from defense production; (3) ruble-dollar ratios for
military sqpmsnt.2 A key issu behind these questio ni whether
published prices reflect, resource costs. To eve approach theme issues,
it is necessary to consider the validity and applicability of the
announced figwres.
All of the disclosures have been used to just the sumprisingly low
aggregate defnse expenditures figure announced by Gorbachev, and
the equally small share of procurement. The figures could be Pure
fabrication, however, I suspect that they reflect the contractual prices
that are credited to the production ministries' accounts when systems
are delivered to the military. These would be the kinds of figures
available to those charged with the task of compiling aggregate defense
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Table A1
ANNOUNCED COT OF SOVIET WEAPONS

System

cost

Cmet

1/4 cost of Lmopard
660,00
(RS15.00)
@*$2 -mo
811 lin)
1/9 of U .
8imils Soviet
7Uonimp crer" to U.S. Thconisrop
ft2
(rmoe)?)1/11 of U.S. "Similar Sov"e
helicpter to U.S. SH-60
~~~monX?)SHW
R5.8 milion Compared with F-16
SO-25 amIck
of $28 million
;;Qft-cwcost
l870
Origina cost
T-10 towk
in mid-lOG0s
Origina cost awound
R1OO,000
T-10oM
100
T-64 tan
R250,000
T80 tank

abMortiam B. Zuckeman and Jeff Tnmble "A Chat with
Moscows Defense Minister," US. Newt & WwMl RepoKt March
13, 1969, p. 28. Since Soviet analyses of their defens expendituri haye strictl adhered to the official exchange rate I semime
that the 6600,W fire is a diret conversion of the ruble price
at "~i officia rate.
Geners M. Momsev, wMh USSR Defense Budst," Pravda,
June 11. 198, p. 6 (FBIS-SOV-69-111, June 12, 198, p. 78).
csthe B. Fein, *U.S, Militay Chief See Improved Soviet
Tis"New York Tes, June 22, 1969, p. A4.
V.Kocherov, "Mutua Understanding Through Dislogur
General Moiseys and Admiral Crowe Nes Conference,
Krssnoya Zuerda, June 23, 1969. p. 3 (FBIS..SOV-89-120, June
23, 1969, p. 8).
eVremy% Moscow Television, July 7, 1969 (FBIS-SOV -89
113, p. 88).

expendituires. Such accounts probably do not include all of the costs as
seen by the producer, nor unplanned accounting profits or losses, nor
the true economic resource cost, but only the contract prices that were
used to establish the procurement accounts. These figures reflect the
interplay of buyer-seller dominance, in contract negotiations and the
pressures on production enterprises to cover their costs and make a
profit. These assumptions are partly based on an imperfect

[I
understanding of Soviet defense contracting and accounting and on the
statements of participants in the proems.' This interpretation is supported by additional statements of Soviet spokesmen rationalizing the
announced cost. Thus, Defense Minister Yazov commented, "We have
state-owned military enterprises; that iswhy we don't have to pay
extra. If we come to the market system, we'll have the same approach
as you."5 Yazov seems to be implying that market prices would have to
cover all producer costs, profits, and some monopolist returns, whereas
the Soviet military buyer can control how much it pays because the
enterprises do not have to meet a market test. Similarly, General Staff
Chief Moiseyev explained the order-of-magnitude difference in helicopter and cruiser costs by appeal to lower Soviet input factor costs and to
the fact that "the level of profitability is regulated by the state."5 This
level of profitability could even be negative; that is, defense enterprises
may possibly operate at a loss, which would be picked up in production
ministry accounts.
TANKS
For comparative purposes, we can contrast the Soviet T-62 with the
U.S. M60. The M60 tank entered production in 1960, and the
improved M6OA1 model appeared in 1962. (See Table A.2 for basic
U.S. and Soviet tank data and Table A.3 for costs.) The T-62, an evolutionary development of the T-54 and T-55, weighed 42 tons (empty
weight) versus the 54 tons of the M6OA1. Even though they were
introduced at just about the same time, the T-62 was less complex in
almost every subsystem than its American counterpart. It had a
manual transmission, a manual, lateral lever type of steering mechanism, primitive clutch and brake, a 40-year-old engine, and little attention paid to crew comfort. The T-62 lacked a rangefinder and had only
a fraction of the vision devices of the U.S. tank, which had automatic
transmission, infinitely variable power steering, a rangefinder, geater
interior room for crew comfort and ammunition storage, and generally
It asob manreasonable to amsme that the announced fiares a the agreed factory

pric, without spr or the inclusion of R&D and other progrm cost it maw include aD
of odificaion and
snnmsym, but not asendble ordnance or the additional costa m
to bring the e*apment to acceptbl standrd. after deavsry.

-

March 13,1980, p. 28.
U.. Nw and Word R
"The USSR State Budet," PruAd June 11, 1969, p. 5 (FBIS-SOV-40-111, June 1,
1969, p. 73).

Tha descriptioni taen fom Arthur J. Alesander, Armo Develpent in th Soit

Union and the United St e, The RAND Corporation, RI0NA, September 197,
p. 121.
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$113,000, the T-10M (at 64 tons) would hae been about $144,000, and
the T-10 somewhat, lees

How close to Soviet coste are theem edt-

In the md-1970., I interiewed a Polish amyV office who had been
associated in the early 1960. with the Polish T641f5 production propuap He claimed that the production cost of these vehicles in Poland
was 4.6 mnillion zlotys, which was cheaper than buying the tank from
the Soviet Union at a pricm equivalent to 5.0 million douneatc zlotys.
The international commercial exchange rats in the early 190B was
44.8 zloty/dollar. At "ha rat, the cost of the T-54/T-66 was about
$102,000, somewhat Isi than my estimate for the T-82, a difference, of
rougly the si" and diretion to be expected by the diffmenes in subIuae~mtngthese estimates at face value suget that Soviet and
Polish poduiction efficience. of filunoplicated miltay e"Pipment was at about the -im level of efficiency ms in the United States
*nbo m osatem #Wthe T42 it: (42/U4) x 0.8 x *181W00 $11200 for the
T-10. (52/M) x 0.8 x *181,00 - *1,400
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in the mid-1960s. Applying the announced Soviet cost figure for the
T-10M of R100,000 to my estimate of $145,000 yields a mid-1960s
ruble/dollar ratio of 0.69, which is slightly greater than the ratio calculated for the most complex Soviet machine tools.
These mid-1960. quoted prices of Soviet tanks do not seem out of
line with estimated resource costs, especially considering that the T-54,
T-55, T-62, T-10, and T-10M were essentially evolutionary improvements of World War 1I vehicles that were being produced at rates of
several thousand per year. Since the M60 was also an improved version of a late World War II design, the comparisons seem appropriate.
The next generation of designs, however, moved away from the 19409
technology with the addition of computerized fire control systems; sensore; laser rangefinders; new engines, transmissions, and suspensions;
and armor materials that departed from the simple homogeneous steel
armor that had been used since the 1930s. The U.S. Army's first venture in this direction was the M60A2, which involved a new turret with
a combination gun-missile launcher. The new stabilization and fire
control systems, by themselves, drove the 1967 cost of the M60A2 to
$278,000 from the $182,000 figure for the M60A1 in the same year.10
As shown in Table A2, the cost of the M60A3 (which itself was
improved incrementally over a decade) was twice as great as that of the
M60A1, and the M1 was almost four times more costly.
The same process of technological change and increased complexity
also took place in Soviet tanks. The CIA estimates that the T-80 cost
about three times as much as the T-55.11 We can work backward from
the T-10 cost, adjusting on the basis of weight, to derive a mid-1960s
ruble cost for the T-55 of R62,000.12 The CIA estimated cost for the
T-80 would then be R186,000 in mid-1960s rubles. Applying a Soviet
inflation rate of 2.0 percent per year from 1965 to 1989 yields a 1989
9

stimates based on 1967 Soviet ruble prices and 1972 U.S. dollar prices showed that
ruble-dollar price ratios increased with complexity, from about 0.20 for the simplest

machine tools to 0.25-0.30 for moderate complexity, to 0.33-0.64 for the most complex
machine took. Tanks of 1960s vintage would rank with the most complex machine tools
in terms of manufacturing complexity. James Grant, 'Soviet Machine Toolw Lawng
Technology and Rising Imports,- Joint Economic Committee, US. Congress, Soviet
Economy in a Time of Change, 99th Cong., 1st Seas., October 10, 1979, Vol. 1, p. 569.
I°Alexander, Armor Development in the Soviet Union and the United States, The

RAND Corporation, R-1860-NA, September 1976, p. 120. The M60A2 was a dad end
and did not form the basis for the M60A3, which instead was an upgraded version of the
earlier M8GAL.
140entid Intelligence Agency, The Soviet Weapona Industry: An Oteriew, DI
86-10016, September 1966, p. 27.
l*M estimated ruble coat of the T-55 based on the T-10 is (37/52) x R87,000 -

R61,900.
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ruble cost of R299,000. 13 This estimate is quite close to the announced
Soviet figure of $500,000 (or R315,00). Alternatively, we can use the
Polish T-54/T-55 cost of $102,000, multiply by three, and apply a dollar price index to generate a 1989 dollar cost of $1,062,000.
The ruble estimates suggest that the announced Soviet figures for
the T-80 are not grossly different from actual resource costs. The
announced figure for the T-64 of R250,000 falls into line as somewhat
less costly than the more complex T-80 but considerably more so than
the 1960s models. Using our estimated costs and the announced T-80
price of $500,000 (or R315,000 at the 1989 official exchange rate) yields
1989 ruble-dollar ratios for tanks of 0.27-0.30,14 which is not out of line
with estimates for basic manufactured products such as trucks, but is
lower than the ruble-dollar ratios attributed to more complex equipment; these estimates imply either that the T-80 is considerably less
complex than suggested by the manufacturing analyses of the CIA, or
that substantial productivity growth has occurred in Soviet tankbuilding, or that the price paid by the military does not cover production costs.
Although any one of the above estimates has a solidity only somewhat greater than that of well-cooked oatmeal, they exhibit an internal
consistency suggesting that the announced ruble costs of Soviet tanks
are not grossly divergent from resource costs, with perhaps some
squeezing of prices from the mid-1960s to the mid-1980s.

Su-25 ATTACK AIRCRAFT
The price announced by Soviet authorities for the Su-25 (Frogfoot)
attack aircraft was R5.8 million. Comparison with the $28 million
price of the U.S. F-16 is inappropriate because of the very different
missions of the two aircraft. A more appropriate comparison would be
1

3lnfiation rate in Soviet machine building are a subject of intense study. However,
a Soviet article has calculated inmput factor cost changes from 1966 to 196, which we use
to a4juat Soviet ruble prices. The Soviet figures are mple arithmetic growth rates,
which I have recalculated into compound growth rates. These estimates yield the following average compound annual input factor cost growth rates in Soviet machine building:
1966-70, 4.31 percent; 1971-75, 1.68 percent; 197640, 3.37 percent; 1981-6, 0.98 percent; 1966-8, 2.05 percent. (The 20-year rate, taken from the original Soviet figures, in
not quite equal to the 20-year rate implied by the mbperiod rates probably because of
rounding error) Source: A. G. Gogoberidize and A. A. Deriabin, Dinamiko Taen No
Produktriyu Maahiatreoeni6Finansi Statistika, Moscow, 1987, pp. 14-15, cited in Vladimir Kontorovich, Methdokgwal Ie inMmuwrmeW of Red Orowth of Investment,
Haverfod Colleg March 198, p. 3.
rho 1969 ruble-dollar rate for tanks iscalculated as R299,000/s1,982,000 - 0.27,
and R315,098/*1,05,000 - 0.297.

with do VA A-10; not only do they bays similar gheloe but the two

a@koe& ehor many habum in their design The Soviet, aihea, firAt
Alwn Ipa early 1975, is *ter and about 15 perosit lighter in weigh
than the A-10.(21^.0 vem 25,000 lb, eaVq weigh) but has a shorter

Ow neaelu of the 9.425 noted that it poessems maoy of the tradi60ml h1Wtrltc of Soviet weapons: 'The Su-25 amn be sunmariud so a typOa Soviet watplan not one bit more obced
cmpdabte expend"v than it needs to be in order to fill a caredUlly
.---eA~ role, It done not represent the dtate of the at in watphne
The chidf designer of the airrat aid that a low-cost, simd
ple airborn was one of the chief 11 lderatlona in its design. 1 ' The
aircaft is powesred by a derivative of the R-11 engine on the 1(10-21,
which haelbeen assessed as coating about one-thid as much as the
compW* U.S. J-79 engine if produced in the United States." In
keeping with it low come and simplified maintenance concepts, most of
the Su*5'e controls are manuall M;perated 1 6
To estimpate the cost per pound of the Su-25, we can use the above
informathap, plus a U.S. coat analysis of the WM1-28 (Foner), which
we said to be about twice the coat of the Soviet MIG-21 and about the
mane so the U.S. P-16. 19 Since the 1(10-23 weight. is about 50 percent
pester thun the F-16 and 75 percent greater than the 1(10-21, the
price per pound is about 15 percent more than the earlier Soviet arcraft and two-thirds that of the F-16. On this basis I will wrn a range
of relative, complexitis of 0.5 to 0.8 recognizing that this notion of cost
complexit ropres the efficiencies and reeource coats of U.S. siperionce.
During Owe maximum production rat of the A-10 in 1979, its cost
5.5 millon, or ($&.4 million in 1969 values).
was
qjr~mtl
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AOWMtiisg forweight, and applying the complexity indices of 0.5 and
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Soviet Production capabilities have ben noted a relatively lon eMciet than US. capabilities at higher complext and zwn advanced

twnol
levels, and attack airmft use mor comple technologies
than do tanks. The announced price of the Su-2, thsrebre, does not
appear to be grosly different from real resource cost. Finer distinctious an beyond the level of our capabilities.
GUIDED MMSS

CRUIM

Comideration of the prices of the Soviet cruiser and helWoptr must

be even more approxhmate than the above anlymes. First, Soviet systan were not directly specifed the system designated in Table A.1
we

based on reasonable surmises. Second, neither a Soviet nor a

U.S. price was announced, only multiplicati factors. However, some
simple Algebra permits the estimation of implied rubledollar ratios,
which will enable us to saem the validity of the announced prices.

The U.S. Tionderoga guided missile cruiser operates with a complement of SH-0 helicopters in an antiubmarine role. The Soviet Slava
clas cruiser is quite simil in sin (about 10 percent larger), time
period of construction, and minions; it operates with the Ka-25 (Hor-

mone) helicopter.
I first asume that the stated comparative prices are in similar
currencies, converted at the official exchane rate. (Later I amend this
assumption.) If the dollar cost of the U.S. system is D, the ruble cost
of the Soviet system is R, the official ruble-dollar oxchape rate is X,
and the factor by which the U.S. system is more expensive than the
Soviet is F, then the cost in rubles in terms of the U.S. dollar price is
R - DX/F; since X - 0.6 and F - 9, R - 0.066D. That is, ifthe U.S.
ship were $100, the Soviet ship ruble price would be about R7. Howeva, as noted in the earlier examples, not all tanks, aircraft, and ships
m alike. To estimate ruble-dollar ratios reflecting resouce costs,
a -ustmontsmust be made that take into account complexity and
w ght. Ton yom of studies on Soviet ships by the U.S. Naval Sea
Systems Command were summarisd in a series of articles, where it

was noted,
became of an estmat

nquemt for dsi

lowr quality of construction and a lesser

and e ioring services, it is Wa

then now Soviet hipo Ie their weapom

ed that

seos [mainly Wn and

saorel and other government furnished equipent [rockets, aissies,
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and ammunition], should still be about
25% less costly than the same
21
ship built to U.S. Navy standards
We should then adjust the U.S. cost by a complexity factor C, equal to
0.75, and perhaps a weight factor W (for ships with similar missions in
the same size class, the Navy's complexity factor quoted above already
includes a weight adjustment). The "Sovietized" U.S. ship cost in dollars would then be D' - CWD; and a resource-adjusted ruble-dollar
ratio r/$ - (DX/F)/CWD - X/CWF. In the cruiser case, X - 0.6, C
- 0.75, W - 1.0, and F - 9.0; therefore r/$ - .09. A ruble-dollar ratio
under one-tenth is extraordinarily low. Perhaps, however, the figures
that General Moiseyev referred to were not rubles converted to dollars,
but direct comparisons of rubles versus dollars: R - 9D; in thb. case,
the ruble-dollar ratio would still be an uncomfortably low 0.15 (i.e., X
- 1.0 in the above calculation).
Considering the technological requirements of a guided-missile,
antisubmarine cruiser, I would have expected a ratio of at least 1.0 or
greater. How. then, do we interpret this cruiser price? First, ships
take years to construct and require substantial investments in shipyards, buildings, and equipment; since interest rates are subsidized by
the Soviet state and there is no land rent, these "missing costs" could
contribute to the underpricing of Soviet ships. In general, the more
capital- and land-intensive the means of production, the more these
factors would operate. Another possible explanation is that the Soviets
could have been comparing the bare ship cost, unoutfitted, as it was
completed at the Nikolaev North shipyard, with a fully equipped
Ticonderoga. Or the level of technology and complexity is considerably
lower than estimated by U.S. naval ship designers. Or the efficiency of
Soviet shipyards and equipment suppliers is many times greater than
that of U.S. producers. Or the Soviet navy is stealing the cruiser from
the shipyards. Only the first and last explanations are credible. Most
likely the price to the shipyard does not cover its costs, and a substantial loss must be covered by the Ministry of Shipbuilding, by the state
budget, or by bank loans.

ASW HELICOPTER
Comparison of the Soviet Ka-25 (Hormone B) shipboard helicopter
with the U.S. SH-60 antisubmarine helicopter requires consideration of
the different time periods of production: The Ka-25 was produced
21

james W. Kehoe, Kenneth S. Brower, and Herbert A. Meier, "U.S. and Soviet Ship
Deign Practices, 195-1980," Proceedings/NavaI Review, May 1982, p. 131.
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from 1966-75 and embodied early 190s technology, whereas the
Sikorsky SH-60 entered production in 1982. However, the Soviet
announcement may also have referred to the follow-on model to the
Ka-25, the Ka-27 (Helix A), which became operational in 1982.
Soviet authorities cited a cost factor of 11 for the helicopters. If we
apply this figure to the Ka-25, it is necessary to add a Soviet cost inflation rate to bring the comparisons to a current basis. At an annual 2
percent cost increase from 1975 to 1989, this inflation adjustment, I,
would be 1.32, and the ruble-dollar ratio equation would be r/$ IX/CWF; considering that the Ka-25 embodies technology at least 15
years older than the SH-60, and that Soviet aircraft have tended to be
considerably simpler than U.S. aircraft, a complexity factor of 0.4 for
the aircraft platform is used. With an empty weight of 10,500 lb, the
Soviet helicopter is 23 percent lighter than the SH-60; the inflation
factor I is 1.32 for a 1975 to 1989 adjustment, and the announced price
factor difference is 11. The calculated ruble-dollar ratio is therefore
0.23. If, however, the comparison is with the newer Ka-27 (Helix A),
the inflation factor would not apply, the weight ratio would be closer to
1.0, and the complexity factor would also rise as the new aircraft would
be more complex and advanced. Assuming new values of W - 0.85, 1
- 1.0, and C - 0.6, the ruble-dollar ratio for the Ka-27 would be 0.11,
which is similar to the value estimated for the cruiser. If the ruble
costs of Soviet equipment were being compared by the Soviet analysts
with the dollar costs of U.S. equipment, the ruble-dollar ratios for the
Ka-25 and Ka-27 would be 0.39 and 0.18.
Only under the assumptions that the official Soviet comparison is in
rubles versus dollars, for only the helicopter platform, for a 1960s technology design, and a mid-1970s price does the announced Soviet figure
approach reasonableness as a true resource cost; and even then, the
Soviet level of efficiency would have to be at least twice that estimated for
production of the Su-25 attack aircraft, which was expressly designed for
low cost. The other possibility, of course, is that the Ministry of Aviation
Industry is in the same situation as the shipbuilding ministry-it is being
ripped off by the Soviet navy. How likely is this possibility? At the Saratoy aircraft factory, its main product line, the Yak-42 civil aircraft, is
priced at a level that would either require a state subsidy for the enterprise to meet its cost, or the factory would approach bankruptcy. Even
though the aircraft is highly profitable to Aeroflot, the factory must contemplate curtailing production under khozraachet with present prices,
which cover only about one-third of production costs-' The same
2'A. Isaev, "Reform and the Defense Branches," Kommunist, VoL 5, March 1989,
pp. 26-27.
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situation seems to prevail with the Soviet navy's procurement of the
geled-issle ruse and Its helicopter.
SUMMARY
In Tab" A.4, I summarlue the ruble-dollar ratios calculated above.
The T-10M tank of the 1960s and the Su-25 aircraft @how the most
reasonable and expected values, implying that the announced prics
may reflect 'true resource costs The T-80 value is low but within a
range that can be rationalized by sither high Soviet production efil
ciency or failly uc platdtechnolopr if neither of thes conditions
prevalsu, then the announced T-80 price is probably lower than production costs. The cruiser and helicopter ane both too low to reflect
resource costs and imply that the Soviet military has negotiated
below-cost price with the suppfiers-a possibility that is consistent
with statements by Soviet enterprise managers and with Soviet
analysis of the monopsonist buying power of the military.

Table A.4
ESTIMATED RUBLE-DOLLAR RATIOS FOR
SOVIET WEAPONS BASED ON
ANNOUNCED PRICES
Ratio 1969
SYtMM
0.M (mid-lUG.)
T-IOM tank
0.2 - 0.80
T-80 took
Su-25 attack sieweR L.04-1.86
0.09-0*8
Gmaya mules,
0.2 -0*j
Ks.26 hlctW'
0.11 -0.18
Ka-27 hslatW&
'It iS rAt chew bor SoVWlt ItaWIUmet
whethrtbh hcapuw 6,m fto ise wKa
25 or 1.27.

